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In this study, I will focus on the role of the via negativa in the thought 
of Maimonides and its impact on select thirteenth-century Spanish 
kabbalists. My remarks will be limited as I will concentrate on the 
philosophical and theological issues pertaining to apophatic dis- 
course as it relates particularly to the ideal of contemplative prayer 
and prophetic visualization. Although the scope of this essay is con- 
stricted - though I must say, ironically enough, it seems no limit 
can be imposed on speaking about the unspeakable - it is my hope 
that the analysis herein will not only shed new light on the intricate 
relationship of Maimonides and kabbalah, but perhaps it will open 
a path to a third way of approaching this relationship by suggest- 
ing that the affinities between Maimonides and kabbalists are not 
only due to the influence of the former on the latter, but they may 
also portend a genuine intellectual and spiritual kinship.l Here it 

' For more detailed discussions of this theme, see Alexander Altmann, "Mai- 
monides' Attitude Toward.Jewish Mysticism," in Studies inJewish Thaght, edited 
by ALfred Jospe (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1981) 200-i9i Gershom 
Scholem, Ongins ofthe Kabbalah, edited by RJ. Zwi Werblowsky tlanslated by Alan 
Arkush (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1987) 377-88,404-14; Moshe Idel, 
"Maimonides and Kabbalah," in Stdies in Maimonida, edited by Isadore Twersky 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1990) 31-79; i d a ,  "Maimonides' Cfiide 
ofthe Pqblaxedand the Kabbalah," Jewish History 18 (2004): 197-226; Elliot R. Wolfson, 

"Beneath the Wings of the Great Eagle: Maimonides and Thirteenthcentury Kab- 
balah," in Moses Maimonides (1138-1204) - His Relipus, Scientzjic, and Philosophical 
Miirkungsprhichte in Dt~feret~t Cultural Contexts, edited by G r g e  K. Hasselhoff and 
Otfried Fraisse (Wfirzburg: Ergon Verlag, 2004) 209-37. See also Reuven Margu- 
lies, "Maimonides and the Zohur," Sinai 32 (1954): 263-74 (Hebrew); Shlomo Blick- 



is apposite to recall the remark of Elijah Hayyim ben Binyamin da 
Genazzano: "The kabbalists are not the only ones who knew that the 
capacity of the human intellect cannot comprehend these things and 
what is similar to them, for it has a limit . .. but the philosophers, too, 
comprel~ended this. And the proof is that when R. Moses spoke of 
this matter in the Guide, chapter two, part one, he said 'Praise to the 
master of the will,' for he sensed that human inquiry falls short in 
comprehending matters like this."* 

e Lest there be any misunderstanding, let me state emphatically 
that 1 am not advocating that Maimonides be viewed as a protokab 
balist nor have I come across any evidence to substantiate the old 
legend that on his deathbed Maimonides repented, saw the light, as 
it were, and acknowledged the supremacy of kabbalah over philoso- 
phy.?' My point is more modest but for that reason it may have more 
far-reaching implications. I trust that this study will contribute to a 
more nuanced appreciation of the mystical dimensions of medieval 
Jewish philosophy and the philosophical dimensions of medieval Jew- 
ish mysticism, thereby narrowing the chasm separating these two a p  
proaches to Jewish spirituality cultivated in the Middle Ages4 

stein, "Between Philosophy and Mysticism: 4 Study of the PhilosophicalQabbalistic 
Writings ofJoseph Giqatila (1248-c. 132~)~"  Ph.D. dissertation, Jewish Theological 
Seminary of America 1983~46-49; and the relevant bibliography compiled by Israel 
Dienstag, "The Conceptual Relationship Between Kabbalistic Sages and Maimo- 
nides - '4 Select Bibliography," D&t 25 (1990): 53-84; 26 (1991): 61-96 (Hebrew), 
reprinted in klainwnzdes in Daat: Cokction afMaimoni&an Studies on the Occasion of 
tk 800th .4nniversn~y ofHis Death, edited by Moshe Hallamish (Ramat Gan: Bar-Ilan 
University Press, 2004) 609-76. 

Elijyah Hayyim ben Binyamin da Genazzano, La Lettera peziosa: Iggmt Hamu- 
dut, Introduction, edition, and translation by Fabrizio Lell (Firenze: Editrice La 
Giuntina, 2 0 0 2 )  183. 

Regarding this spurious tale, see Gershom Scholem, "From Philosopher to 
Kabbalist: The Legend of the Kabbalists Concerning Maimonides," Tar& 6 (1935): 
g:+-42 (Hebrew), and the French translation, "Maimonide dans I'euvre des Kab 
balistes," Cuhiersjuifs 3 (1995): 103-12. 

' For a nuanced historical analysis of this theme with ample citation of previous 
scholarship, see Boaz Huss, "Mysticism Versus Philosophy in Kabbalistic Literature," 
i%ficrulogus: Natu~a, scimz e societci medievali g (2001): 125-35. See also the work of 
my studentJonathan V. Dauber, "Standing on the Heads of Philosophers: Myth and 
Philosophy in Early Kabbalah," Ph.D. thesis, New York University, 2004. A reconsid- 
eration of the relationship of the philosophical and mystical currents in medieval 

It is not my task to delineate the sources that informed the apo- 
phatic dimension of Maimonidean philosophy or to analyze the 
intricacies of this theme in Maimonides himself. My intent is to re- 
evaluate the role accorded negative theology in thirteenth-century 
kabbalah5 by casting my intellectual gaze primarily on the kabbal- 
ists' engagement with the relevant comments in the treatises of Mai- 
monides that were available to them.6 The validity of characterizing 

Jewish thought is examined from a different but compatible perspective by Diana 
Lobel, Between Mysticism and Philosophy: S I L ~  L a n p g e  of Religious Experiace in Judah 
Ha-l,evi's Kuzari (Albany: State University of NewYork, Press, ~ O O O ) ,  and see her most 
recent work, A Sujfewish Dialogue: Philosophy and Mysticism in Rahya Ibn Paqdu's Du- 
ties qf t h  Heart (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press. 2007). 

The question of the impact of Neoplatonic negative theology on early kab 
balah, especially as it pertains to the depiction of Ein Sof, has been discussed by a 
number of scholars of whom I will here mention a few salient examples: Cershom 
Scholem, Major Trends in Jmish Mysticism (New York: Schocken, 1956) 207-9, 214-17, 
271-73; iakm, Kabbalah (Jerusalem: Keter, 1974) 88-91; idem, Ongins265-76,431-43; 
idem, On tht Mystical Shupe of t h  a h a d :  Basic Concqfits in t h  Kabbalah, translated 
by Joachim Neugroschel, edited and revised by Jonathan Chipman (New York: 
Schocken Books, 1991) 38, 41-42, 46, 159; Isaiah Tishby, T h  W i s h  of the hhnr,  
translated by David Goldstein (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989) 232-42; 
Moshe Idel, "The Image of Adam Above the Sefirot," Da'nt 4 (1980): 41-55 (He- 
brew); idem, "The Sefirot Above the Sefirot," Tarbiz 51 (1982): 239-280 (Hebrew); 
iakm, "Jewish Kabbalah and Platonism in the Middle Ages and Renaissance," in Neo- 

I Platonism andJwish Thought ed. Lenn E. Goodman (Albany: State University of New 
York Press, 1992) 338-43; idem, "On the Doctrine of Divinity in the Early Kabbalah," 
in Shfa Tal: Studies on Jewish Thought and Culture Frmted  to Rrachn Sack, edited by 
Zeev Gries, Howard Kreisel, and Boaz Huss (Beer Sheva: Ben-Gurion University 
of the Negev Press, 2004) 131-48 (Hebrew): Daniel C. Matt, "Ayin: The Concept 
of Nothingness in Jewish Mysticism," in T h  Probh  of Pure Consciuu.~ms: klysttcr~m 
and Philosophy, edited by Robert KC. Forman (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1990) 121-59; Steven T. Katz, "Utterance and Ineffability in Jewish Neoplatonism," 
in Neoplatonism and J&h Thought 279-98, 287-94; Elliot R. Wolfson, "Negative 
Theology and Positive Assertion in the Early Kabbalah," D&t 32-33 (1994): V-XXII; 
idem, Through a Speculum That Sh im:  Viswn and Imugznation in MedievalJmish Mysti- 
cism (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994) 67-68. 

For a representative sampling of previous scholarly discussions of the a p e  
phatic dimension in the religious philosophy of Maimonides, see David Kaufmann, 
Cxschichte dtr Attributenkh~ in dtr Jiidischen Religionphilosophie da Mittelaltms von Sa- 
adja bis Maimuni (Gotha: F.A. Perthes, 1877) 428-70; Hany A. Wolfson, "Maim* 
nides on Negative Attributes," in Louis GinzbergJ~Ibike Volume (New York: American 
Academy for Jewish Research, 1945) 411-46, reprinted in iakm, Studia in t h  His- 



the kabbalistic attitude toward God as a "mystical agnosticism, for- 
mulated in a more or less extreme way and close to the standpoint 
of neoplatoni~m"~ can be assessed properly only by a close textual 
analysis of this sort. By way of introduction, however, it is incumbent 
upon me to say something of the conceptual framework within which 
Mainlonides accorded legitimacy to the via negativa as a valid philo- 
sophical approach, undoubtedly known to him from Islamic sources 
(including Ismgili theology) that had appropriated the apophatic 
orientation of Neoplatonisn~.' The emphasis on "philosophical" in 

f i  
the previous sentence is critical inasmuch as the limits of the dis- 
course of reason for Maimonides, in contrast to the kabbalists. are 

tmy of t'hilosophy and Relipon, edited by Isadore Twersky and George H. Williams, 2 

vols. (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1977) 2: 195-230; Joseph A. BuiJs, 
"Comments on Maimonides' Negative Theology," New Schohticism 49 (197.5): 87-93; 
idtm, "The Negative Theology of Maimonides and Aquinas," Review ofhletaphysics 
41 (1987/88): 723-38; David Burrell, Knowing t h  Unknowable God: Ibn Sina, Maimo 
niclps, Aquiua~ (Notre Dame: Notre Dame University Press, 1986); Maurice-Reuben 
EIayoun, M~jiino~iidt et la perzsie juiue (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1994). 
197-212: Charles Manekin, "Belief, Certainty, and Divine Attributes in the Guide of 
the Popkxed," Maimondean StudiPs 1 (1990) 117-41, esp. 130; Ehud Benor, "Mean- 
ing and Reference in Maimonides' Negative Theology," Harvard Tholo@al Ra/iew 
88 (1995): 339-60; Hilary Putnam, "On Negative Theology," Faith and Philosophy 
14 (1997): 407-22; JosC Faur, Homo Mysticus: A Guide to Maimonides:c Guide for t h  
PerplPnceB (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1999) 5-9, 20-52; Kenneth Seeskin, 

"Salctity and Silence: The Religious Significance of Maimonides' Negative Theology," 
A4mPrican Catholic Philosophiad Quarterly 76 (2002): 7-24; Diane Lobel, "'Silence is 
Praise to You': Maimonides on Negative Theology, Looseness of Expression, and 
Religious Experience," Amoican Catholk Philosophical Qmrterl~ 76 (2002): 25-49; 
Martin hvka ,  Jewish Messinniqm and the History of Philosophy (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2004) 70-84; Herbert A. Davidson, Moses MaimonidPs: The Man 
anti His Works (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005) 360-65 

' Scholem, Kabbalah 88. See idem, Ongins 431, where the kabbalistic notion of 
Ein Sofas the inconceivable hidden person is portrayed as a "theistic reinterpreta- 
tion of the Ncoplatonic 'One1" 

"ee Alfred L. Ivry, "Maimonides and Neoplatonism," in Neoplatonkm andJewish 
Thought, edited by Lenn E. Croodman (Albany: State University of New York Press, 
1992) 137-56; idem, "Ism2'ili 'ITheology and Maimonides' Philosophy," in The Jews o f  
hkdirval Spain: Community, Society, and Identity, edited by Daniel Frank (Leiden: E.J. 
Brill, 1995) 271-99; idem, "Neoplatonic Currents in Maimonides' Thought," in Pm- 
sfwrtz-tm on hluimunide,~: Philosophical and Histcnicnl Studies, edited by Joel L. h e n l e r  
(London: Littman Library ofJewish Civilization, 1996) 115-40. 

demarcated and traversed through the reason of discourse and not 
by a supra-rational form of mystical gnosis, let alone an irrational 
leap of faith validated by appeal either to an unbroken chain of tra- 
dition or to an ongoing prophetic re~elat ion.~ 

Apophatically S eaking: Limits of Language 1 and anguage of Limits 

The embrace of the via negativa on the part of Maimonides in The 
Guide of the Perplexed occurs in the context of his elucidating what he 
refers to as the "absurdity of what is thought by those who believe 
that He has essential attributes.*1° The contention of Maimonides 
is that if we truly understood what it is that we cannot understand, 
then we would be compelled logically to accept that there is no simi- 
larity between the incorporeal and simple being that God is and all 
other existent composite beings, a notion he supports scripturally," 
but which derives its real conceptual weight from Avicenna's notion 
of the necessary of existence (wajib al-wujud),12 or, to be more pre- 

This point has been made by a number of scholars including, most promi- 
nently, David Blumenthd and Jo& Faur. See David R. Blumenthal, "Maimonides' 
Intellectualist Mysticism and the Superiority of the Prophecy of Moses," Studits in  
Medbal  Culture lo (1977): 51-67; reprinted in Appoacha to t h  St* ofJudaism in 
Medbal  Times, vol. 1, edited by David R. Blumenthal (Chico: Scholars Press, 1984) 
27-52; idem, "On the Study of Philosophic Mysticism," in Histcny ofjudaism: 7'he Next 
T a  Years, edited by Baruch Bokser (Chico: Scholars Press, 1980) 81-92; dm, "Mai- 
monides: Prayer, Worship, and Mysticism," in h, Mystiquz, d.[udazsme, edited by 
Roland Goetschel (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1987) 89-106; reprinted 
in Algroacha to Judaism in Medieval Times, vol. 3, edited by David R. Blumenthal (At- 
lanta: Scholars Press, 1988) 1-16; i dm~,  "Maimonides' Philosophic Mysticism," http:// 
~ v ~ ~ . ~ ~ o I ~ . ~ ~ ~ / B L u M E N T H A L / P M ~ . ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ . ,  1-18. Many of Blumenthal's relevant 
studies have now been collected and published as Philosophic Mysticism: Studies in 
Rational Religion (Ramat Gan: Bar-Ilan University Press, 2006). 

lo T h  Guide ofthPerplexed, translated with an introduction and notes by Shlomo 
Pines, with an introductory essay by Leo Strauss (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1963) 1.55: 129. 

'%i& 1.55: 128. 
l2 Guide 1.57: 132-33 On the notions of "essence" and "existence" in the thought 

of Maimonides, see Alexander Altmann, Studies in Religious Philosophy and Mysticism 
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1969), 108-20. The impact of Avicenna's distinc- 



cisr, the "necessary of existence in itself" (wajzb al-wujud hi-dhatihi), 
which is distinguished from the "necessary of existence through 
another" (wajib al-wujud bi-ghayrihi). According to Avicenna's teach- 
ing, God alone is the necessary existent as he is the one being for 
whom existence is necessary, whereas all other beings are contingent 
and hence their existence is superadded to their essence.13 The im- 
pact of Avicenna on Maimonides can be discerned from the latter's 
argument that one can demonstrably adduce God's absolute sim- 
plicity from his being the necessarily existent - the import of the 

Tetragrammaton, the shern ha-.mq7uhad, the singular name, that is, the 

tion between essence and existence, and the consequent depiction of Ck~d as the 
necessity of existence, on the negative theology fokula ted by Maimonides was 
also noted by Shlomo Pines in his "Translator's Introduction" to the C u d  xciv- 
cii. Pines concluded, however, that in spite of this influence, Maimonides did not 
modlfV the "fundamental position" that "he inherited from al-F&bi and the Span- 
ish Aristotelian school" (p. cii). On the utilization of the Metaphysics of Avicenna 
by Maimonides, albeit under the name of Aristotle, see the evidence adduced by 
Davidson, bfoses Maimonides 102-4. Davidson, op. cit. 104 n146, intimates that Mai- 
monides may have derived knowledge of Avicenna's metaphysical teachings from 
their sunlmary in Ghazali's Maqasid aI-FaICiSifa. In his letter to Samuel Ibn Tibbon, 
Maimonides, as Averroes, a fellow citizen of Cordova, considered Avicenna to be 
inferior to Alfarabi. See Alexander Marx, "Texts by and about Maimonides," J&h 
Quarterly R e v m u  25 (1934-35): 379-80; ~avidson,Moses Maiwwnida 113.  he influ- 
ence of Avicenna upon Maimonides is also discussed by Dov Schwartz, "Avicenna 
and Maimonides on Immortality: A Comparative study," in Medieval and Modan 
Per.~pectiues on Muslim-Jewish Relatimu, edited by Ronald L. Nettler (Luxembourg: 
Hanvood Academic Publishers, 1995) 185-97. 

lS Pan~iz Morewedge, The Metaphysica ofAuicenm (ibn Simi: A critical translation- 
commentary and annlysis of thtft~ndamatal argurmts in Auicenna's Metaphysica in the 
Dan~sh Nam-i  hh'i ( T h  Book ofScientiJic Knowledge) (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1973) 48-78, 206-49; Avicenna, The Metapi~ysics ofTh Healing, translated, in- 
troduced, and annotated by Michael E. Mannura (Provo: BrighamYoung University 
Press, noofi) 1.6-7, pp. 29-38, 8.4-8, pp. 273-98 See ~mGie-Marie Gichon,  ~i 
distinction d~ l'essmtce et de l'existence d'a* fin Sin2  (Auicenne) (Paris: Desclee de Brou- 
wer, 1937); G o r g e  Hourani, "Ibn Sina on Necessary and Possible Existence," P h i b  
sophical Fmum 4 (1972): 74-86; Robert Wisnovsky, Auicenm's Metaphysics in Context 
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2003) 200,204-5, 219-25,239-43,245-4g; Majid 
Fiikhl-y, A History of lslnmir Philos@h> 3rd edition (New York: Columbia University 

. .  - 

Press, 2004) i56-j9; Robert Wisnovsky, "Avicenna and the Avicennian Tradition," in 
Tht Cambridge Companion to Arabic Philosophy, edited by Peter Adamson and Richard 
C. Taylor ( ~ a m b r i d ~ e :  Canlbridge university Press, 2o05), 92-136, esp. 105-15. 

name that delineates the singularity and distinctiveness of God14 - 
whence it follows that all attributions must be construed negatively, 
since any positive attribution would undermine the metaphysical 
simplicity of the divine.15 Thus, in response to his own hypothetical 
question concerning the state of the human intellect when it aspires 
to apprehend the being "who is without matter and is simple to the 
utmost degree of simplicity, Him whose existence is necessary, Him 
who has no cause and to whom no notion attaches that is super- 
added to His essence," Maimonides states unequivocally that one is 
led to the knowledge that there is "an existent whom none of the 
existent things that He has brought into existence resembles, and 
who has nothing in common with them in any respect . . . whose re- 
lation to the world is that of a captain to his ship. Even this is not 
the true relation and a correct likeness, for this likeness has been 
used in order to lead the mind toward the view that He, may He be 
exalted, governs the existent things, the meaning of this being that 
He procures their existence and watches over their order as it ought 

l4 Guide 1.64: 156. For an elaboratio~l of the Maimonidean perspective, see Joseph 
Gikatilla, Ginnat E p z  (Jerusalem, 1989) 20-27. 

l5 Gu& 1.60: 1.15-47. TO some extent, Maimonides influenced Aquinas who 
similarly presented an apophatic theology as the logical inference of the doctrine 
of divine simplicity. See Denys Turner, "On Denying the Right God: Aquina? on 
Atheism and Idolatryn Modern Theology 20 (2004): 143-44; Peter A. Kwasniewski, 
"Transcendence, Power, Virtue, Madness, Ecstasy - Modalities of Excess in Aquinas," 
Medieval Studits 66 (2004): 131-43. AS Kwasniewski duly notes, Aquinas also reflects 
the Neoplatonic orientation expressed in Pseudo-Dionysius, especially in his coln- 
nlentary on the latter's on the Divine Names. See Fran O'Rourke, Ps&i>ionysiw 
and the Metaphysics ofAquinas (Leiden: Ed. Brill, 1992). On the intellectual relation- 
ship of the two medieval sages, see Alexander Altmann, "Maimonides and Thomas 
Aquinas: Natural or Divine Prophecy," AJS Rt7/iau 3 (1978): 1-19, reprinted in idem, 
Essays in Jewish InteLkctw~l History (Hanover: University Press of New England, 1981) 
77-96; Hava Tirosh Rothschild, "Maimonides and Aquinas: The Interplay of Two 
Masters in Medieval Jewish Philosophy:' Conseruatiue Judaism 39 (1986): 54-66; 
Dobbs-Weinstein, Maiwwnida and St. Thomas; David B. Burrell, "Aquinas's Debt to 
Maimonidies:' in A Straight Path, Studtks in Medieval Philosophy and C u l l u ~  E.>snys in 
Honm of Arthur Hymn, edited by Ruth Link-Salinger (Washington, D.c.:  Catholic 
University of America Press, 1988) 37-48. It must be noted, however, that Aquinas 
was not willing to accept the full implications of the via negatiua as it was expressed 
in the thought of Maimonides; see below, at n. 70. 



to be watched over."16 What Maimonides is alluding to, of course, is 
the use of the metaphor of the captain and the ship to support the 
traditional belief in individual providence, an idea that, if taken at 
face value, is idolatrous since it entails the ascription of character- 
istics to the deity that are anthropomorphic and anthropopathic in 
nature.17 The insistence on the part of Maimonides regarding the es- 
sential disparity between God and the cosmos could not have been 
uttered more forcefully. 

The denial of essential attributes to God is considered by Maimo- 
F nides to be a "primary intelligible, inasmuch as an attribute is not the 
essence of the thing of which it is predicated, but is a certain mode 
of the essence and hence an accident. If, however, the attribute were 
the essence of the thing of which it is predicated, the attribute would 
be either a tautology - as if you were saying that man is man - or 
the attribute would be a mere explanation of a term - as if you said 
that man is a rational living being."18 As Harry A. Wolfson pointed 
out in his extensive study of negative attributes in Maimonides, this 
is the crux of the latter's discussion, as it underscores that for him 
the difficulty of ascribing attributes to God rests on the fact that all 
terms affirmed of God must be predicates in logical  proposition^.^^ 
If God, by definition, is a simple being, no attribute can be applied 

lh Gu& 1.58: 137. 
'' Nuinerous essays have been dedicated to the topic of providence in Maimo- 

nidean thought. See, for instance, Alfred L. Ivry, "Providence, Divine Omniscience 
and Possibility: The Case of Maimonides," in Divine Omnisciace and Omnipotence 
in Mediez)al Philosophy, edited by Tamar Rudavsky (Dordrecht: D. Reidel Publish- 
ing Company, 1985) 143-59, and other relevant sources cited by Jacob Dienstag, 

"Providence in the Teaching of Maimonides - A  Bibliographic List," Daat 20 (1988): 
17-28. reprinted in Maimonides in  Daht 587-98. 

In Guide 1.51: 112-13. 
lY Wolfson, "Maimonides on Negative Attributes." An alternative approach to 

the unknowability of Clod, which can be traced to Plotinus and which appears in 
Jewish Neoplatonic authors such as Solomon Ibn Gabirol, is based on the notion 
of God's infinity, which cannot be limited by any attribution. On this point, see 
Sara 0. Heller Wilensky, "Isaac Ibn Latif - Philosopher or Kabbalist?" in Jrutish 
Medieval nnd Renaissance Studies, edited by Alexander Altmann (Cambridge, MA: 

Harvard University Press, 1967) 205. See e&, "The Guide and the Gate: The Dia- 
lectical Influence of Maimonides on Isaac ibn La@ and Early Spanish Kabbalah," 
in A Straight Path 271. 

to the divine essence, for this would implicate one in assigning ac- 
cidental qualities to what is incomposite. Yet, if the attribute is not 
an accident superadded to the essence, then all one is doing when 
one predicates an attribute to that essence is repeating the ipseity 
or nature of that substance, an assertion that can be understood 
either tautologically or taxonomically. It is not impossible, accord- 
ing to Maimonides, to predicate an attribute of God in the second 
sense, for an attribution of this sort does not amount to adding an 
accident to the incomposite essence. And that is the critical issue 
for Maimonides, to insist that God is "one simple essence in which 
there is no complexity or multiplication of notions, but one notion 
only; so that from whatever angle you regard it and from whatever 
point of view you consider it, you will find that it is one, not divided 
in any way and by any cause into two notions."20 

From the Maimonidean standpoint, then, the purification of 
religious belief entails two phases, the first is to deny that God is a 
body, and the second is to divest God of all attributes, the "modes 
of corp~reality,"~~ a notion that, if followed to its logical conclusion, 
would severely compromise the theistic fabric of Jewish practice and 
faith woven from the kataphatic depictions of God in Scripture; a 
point that Franz Rosenzweig perceptively expressed in the begin- 
ning of the first book of Der Stem dm Erlosung when he described 
the "not-knowing" (Nichtvissen) of negative theology as the "way that 
leads from a found something to the nothing and at the end of which 
atheism and mysticism can shake hands."22 The precarious implica- 
tions of the via negatiua surface in the celebrated remark of Maimo- 
nides that had Moses required of the Israelites to abolish all forms 
of worship through sacrifices it would have been equivalent to "the 
appearance of a prophet in these times who, calling upon the people 
to worship, would say: 'God has given you a Law forbidding you to 
pray to Him, to fast, to call upon Him for help in misfortune. Your 
worship should consist solely in meditation without any works at 

20 Guide 1.51: 113. 
Guide 1.53: 120. 

'2 Franz Rosennveig, The Star of Redemption, translated by Barbara E. GaUi (Madi- 
son: University of Wisconsin Press, 2005) 31. 

25 Guide 3.32: 526. 



The f o ~ m  of worship to which Maimonides alludes in this statement 
is precisely the ideal of intellectual worship affirmed by him in the 
end of the G ~ i d e . ~ ~ a i m o n i d e s  is acutely aware of what is at stake 
and thus he asserts that belief in the existence of divine attributes, 
just as belief in divine corporeality, rests not on "intellectual specula- 
tion" - whence tme  beliefs could be elicited as opposed to correct beliefs, 
which are necessary for the sake of political welfarez5 -but in follow- 
ing the "external sense" of Scripture exclusively. Those who know the 

parabolic nature of Scripture will be attuned to the "internal sense" 
of these descriptions of Crod and hence will not be led to take them 
literally; indeed, they will be able to discern, as Maimonides puts it 
in the introduction to the Guide based on the scriptural image, the 
apples of gold enclosed in the settings of silver (Prov. 25:11), that is, 
the external meaning (symbolized by the silver filigree), which re- 
lates to the wisdom useful for the political welfare of human societ- 
ies, contains something that is indicative of, yet distinct from, the 
internal meaning (symbolized by the apples of g ~ l d ) . ' ~  From the 
perspective of one who fathoms the internal sense, the scriptural 

'* (Guide 3.51: 620-21. On the philosopllical ideal of prayer enunciated by Mai- 
monides, see Marvin Fox, Intafw~ting Mairnonidts: Sturlirs in  Methodology, Metaph~ysysics, 
and Moral Philosq~hy (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, ic~go), 297-321; Ehud 
Benor, CZrmship ofthe Heart: A Study in  n/lniwwnides'Philos@hy ofReligion (Albany: State 
University of New York Press, 1995). 

" G11id63.28: 512. 
20 c ruzdt, ' Introduction: 11-12. It is of interest to compare the image utilized by 

Maimonides wit11 the comment in the second chapter of Ibn al-'hbi's Fi+-27$nl-Hikam, 
in Tha Amdc of Wisdom, translation and introduction by R.Ur.J. Austin, Preface by 
Titus Burckhardt (New York: Paulist Press, 1980) 66-67, according to which the 
Seal of the Saints perceived the absence of two bricks of the wall, in contrast to the 
Prophet who noticed only one brick missing. The two bricks are described as silver 
and gold, the former correspo~lding to the outer aspect of the "Law of the Seal of 
the Apostles," and the latter to the inner aspect of the divine command received di- 
rectly from God in a rnanner similar to the angelic revelation p n t e d  to Muhammad. 
For all alternative rendering of this passage, see C ~ r a l d  Elmore, Islnntic Sainthood 
in t/w M~llntss of Tim: fin ( ~ l - h a h i k  Book of t/teFabulous Gryphon (Leiden: Brill. 1999) 
606-7, ancl for a parallel text in Ibn al-'Arabit Fz~tuhat al-Makkiynh that deals with 
the gold and silver bricks of the Ka'bah, see ibid. 149-50 hl this connection it is 
also of interest to recall the passage in T k  Book Bahir: An  Edition Bused on theEarlix.st 
Lbf(~nt~,.~~rjPt~s, edited by Daniel Abranls (Los hgeles :  Cherub Press, 1994), sec. 35, p. 
137: "What [is the import of] 'Silver is mine and gold is mine' (Hag 2:3)? This may 

depictions of the manifold characteristics of the divine are to be de- 
coded negatively as statements that unsay what cannot be said about 
the unity of God, a unity that precludes any predication - even the 
predication that God is one. Similar avowals of the  incapacity of the 
human mind to comprehend the oneness of the divine are found in 
the works cornposed by kabbal i~ts .~~ For instance, in the elocution 
of the anonymous fourteenthcentury author of Tiqqunei Zohar, God 
is "one but not in number" (had we-lo ve-hu~hban).'~ 

Maimonides would have assuredly embraced the reworking of a 
statement from Plotinus depicting the One in the fragments ti-ans- 
mitted in the name of the "Greek Sage" (al-shaykh alyzinani)*: "The 
First Creatw does not resemble any thing, because all things arefiom Him and 
because He has no shape and no special, inherent form. The First Creator is 
absolutely one, i.e., He is mere being without any peculiar attribute."" 
The utter dissimilarity of God to all other beings would bar the pos- 
sibility of making any substantial claims regarding the divine nature 
based on the principle of analogy or comparison ( ta~hbih) .~ '  Lf God 

be compared to a king who has two treasuries, one of silver and one of gold. He 
placed the one of silver to his right and the one of gold to his left." 

'7 For example, see the text of Abraham Abulafia cited and analyzed in Elliot R. 
Wolfson, Language, Ems, Being: Kabbalistic H m , t i c s  and Poetic Inmpnation (New 
York: Fordham University Press, 2005) 237-38. 

' ~ i q q u n e i  Zohar, edited by Reuven Margaliot (Jerusalem: Mosad ha-Rav Kook, 
1978), Introduction, 17a. The key expression is reiterated in ibd., sec, 69, 116a. 

29 Regarding this collection, see the comprehensive study of Franz Rosenthal, 
"Ai-Saykh al-Yfinki and the Arabic Plotinus Source:' On'entnlin 21 (1952): 461-92; 
22 (1953): 370-400; 24 (1955): 42-66. 

SO Dzcta Sapientis &ci I 88 10-11, trailslated in Paul Henry and Hans-Rudolf 
Schwyzer, eds., Plotini Opera, Tomus 11: Enneudes IV-v (Paris: Desclke de Brouwer, 
1959) 281 (emphasis in the original). The passage from Plotinus appears in E n m  
ads v. 1.7, 18-20. 

'' 111 Guuk 1.71: 183, Maimonides affirms a version of the cosmological argument: 
"There is no possible inference proving [the existence of Cfid] except [from prem- 
ises] deriving from this existent [world] taken as a whole and from its details . . . 
it follows that you should know its perceptible ror~u and nature, and then it will 
be possible to make an inference froin it with regard to what is other than it [i.e., 
God] ." Note that the critical issue here is inferring the existence of God from the 
world and not anything about the substance of the divine nature. See also Gu.& 
2.19: 310, and below, n. 51. 



is the "being to whom nothing is or can be similar,"32 or if the "true 
nature of the Necessary Existent can in no manner be shared by 
another,"ss in the formulations of Avicenna with which Maimonides 
would have concurred, then there is no correspondence between 
God and creation, and any attempt to speak about the former on the 
basis of the latter is destined to result in mistaken conclusions that 
would implicate one in a conception that would be judged philo- 
sophically as i d o l a t r o ~ s . ~ ~  Simply put, all language applied to God 
is inadequate and erroneous. 

r 

"' L4vicen~~a, Metaphysica 10.1, as cited by Eckhart in his sermon Modicum et iam, 
in hf&ter Eckhart: An Introduction tu the Study of His Works, with an A n t h o w  of His 
 sermon.^, selected, annotated, and translated by James M. Clark (New York: Nelson, 
1957) 179. See Ian Almond, "Negative Theology, Derrida and the Critique of Pres- 
ence: A Poststructuralist Reading of Meister Eckhart," Hqthqb Journal 40 (1999): 
153. On the possible influence of Avicenna on Eckhart's distinction between essence 
(quod a t )  and existence (quo a t ) ,  see Bernard J. Muller-Thym, The Establishment of 
the University ofBeing in the Doctrine ofMeister Eckhart ofHochheim (New York: Sheed 
& Ward, 1939) 78-79, cited in Meixter Eckhart: The Essential Sermons, Commenta&s, 
 treatise^, andDefunse, translation and introduction by Edmund Colledge, O.S.A. and 
Bernard McCinn (New York: Paulist Press, 1981) 323 n. 144. In addition to Avi- 
cenna, it is reasonable to assume that in this matter Eckhart was also influenced 
by Maimonides whose views are themselves indebted to Avicenna. See Vladimir 
Lossky, Thiohpe Nigative et Connaissance cik Dieu chs. Maitre Eckhart, second edition 
(Paris: Librairie Philosophique J. Vrin, 1998) 104-9; Yossef Schwartz, "To Thee is 
Silence Praise": Meister Eckhart S Reading in Maimnnides ' Gui& ofthe Perplexed (Tel Aviv: 
Am Oved Publishers Ltd, 2 0 0 2 )  201-37 (Hebrew); Dirk Westerkamp, "Negation im 
Absoluten: Begriff und philosophische Probleme der negativen Theologie," Ph.D. 
thesis, Universidt Carolo-Wilhelmina zu Braunschweig, 2002,148-61. For Eckhartk 
criticism of Avicenna, supported by an appeal to both Aquinas and Maimonides, 
see M&tm Eckhart: The Essential Samozs 86. 

Avicenna, Metaphysics of The Healing, 1.6.2, p. 30. See ibid., 8.5.13, p. 282. 
' T h e  logical implications of the via negativa should also apply to theological 

dogma such as the belief in divine providence, which is predicated on an assurnp 
tion regarding God's ability to know whether that knowledge is confined to gener- 
alities in the heavenly spheres or if it extends to particulars in sublunar beings. If 
Maimonides (as Pines contends - correctly in my opinion - in his introduction to 
the Ghidexciii) was not interested in the apologetic "cutting and pruning of philo- 
sophir theory so that it should accord with religious dogmas," then I do not see how 
he could have maintained seriously the notion of speculating on what God does 
or does not know. Assuming there is no resemblance that connects the divine and 
human, how can one begin to conjech~re about the content of divine knowledge 
unless this is understood as a metaphoric way of speaking about the world? For a 

Maimonides readily acknowledges the limits of human reason 
(sometimes even with respect to sublunar phenomenas5) and on oc- 
casion he makes statements that smack of metaphysical agnosti~ism,~~ 
a term that must be decoded in a technical Neoplatonic sense, that 
is, an unknowing that is a form of knowing by which the unknown is 
known, albeit as unknown, the Plotinian sense of ignorance that, in 
the language of the Arabic paraphrase of the Enneads that circulated 
under the title Theology of Aristotle (Uthulujiyu Aristutali~),~~ is "more 

relatively recent discussion of this subject, see Charles H. Manekin, "Maimonides 
on Divine Knowledge - Moses of Narbonne's Averroist Reading," Amarican Catholic 
Philosophical QuaG& 76 (2002): 51-74 Morewedge, Metaphysica of Avicenna 165, 
notes that "ibn Sina's Necessary Existent does not correspond to the One of Ploti- 
nus since there are many properties which they do not share, e.g., the One is sup  
posedly without cognition . . . whereas the Necessary Existent knows all things by 
means of universal knowledge." 

55 Guide3.23: 496. 
56 The portrayal of Maimonides as a metaphysical skeptic or agnostic has been 

proffered most forcefully by Shlomo Pines, "The Limitations of Human Knowledge 
according to Al-Farabi, Ibn Baja, and Maimonides," in Studies in MedievalJewish His- 
tory and Literature, edited by Isadore Twersky (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Press, 1979) 82-109. For a different perspective, in part formulated as a response 
to Pines, see Alexander Altmann, "Maimonides on the Intellect and the Scope of 
Metaphysics," in ih Von d m  Mittelaltmlicha rur Moahnm AufBliirung: Studien zur 

J u d i s c h  Geistespchichte (Tfibingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1987) 60-129. See aIso Bany 
Kogan, "What Can We Know and When Can We Know It? Maimonides on the Active 
Intelligence and Human Cognition," in Moses Maimonides and His Time, edited by 
EI-ic L. Ornsby (Washington, DC: Catholic University of America Press, 1989) 121-37; 
Herbert Davidson, "Maimonides on Metaphysical Knowledge," Maimondean St&& 
3 (1992-93) 49-103, esp. 79-87; Idit Dobbs-Weinstein, Maimondes and St. Thomas 
on the Limits o f f i a o n  (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1995) 113-39. 

37 For a thorough survey of the T h a w  ofAristotk, see F.W. Zimmerman, "The 
Origins of the So-CaIled Theology of Aristotle," in PseuduAristotb in the Mid& Ages: 
Th.e Thaology and Other Texts, edited by Jill Kraye, W.F. Ryan and C.B. Schmitt (Lon- 
don: Warburg Institute, 1986) 110-24. See also Remi Brague, " L a  philosophie dans 
la Thiologi. d Xristotle: Pour un inventaire," Documenti eStudi Sulla TradirwneFilosofica 
Medievale 8 (1997): 365-87; Cristina D'Ancona, "Pseude77teo@ ofAlistotk, Chap 
ter 1: Structure and Composition," Oriens 36 (2001): 78-112. The specific impact of 
the T h e o w  ofAlistotle on medieval Jewish intellectual history has been analyzed 
in detail by Paul Fenton, "The Arabic and Hebrew Versions of the Theology of Ar- 
istotle," in Pseudo-Alistotk in the Middle Ages 241-64. Davidson Moses Maimnnides, 111, 
notes that while the Arabic paraphrases of the E n d  could have been known to 



sublime than any cognition" (dhalika jahl ashrafu min kulli ma 'r~7ah).~' 
Indeed, the claim that God 'is one not through oneness:'" language 
that Maimonides admits is "loose" and imprecise, is reminiscent of 
a passage in Plotinus4' that may have well be known to him through 
the aforeineiltioned Theology of Aristotle. This conjecture is enhanced 
by the fact that in the versions of the Arabic Plotinus the question 
of the kilowability of the One is treated together with the problem 
of divine attributes, the very issue that was central to Maimonides' 

rphilosophical and theological concerns.41 I see no reason to doubt 
the sincerity of the statements made by Maimonides concerning 
the inability of the human intellect to apprehend the true reality of 
the divine essence, the epistemological basis for his view that one 
cannot ascribe any positive attribute to God,42 or, alternatively, any 
positive attribute ascribed to God is not to be understood as a state- 
ment about the essence of the Creator, but as an account of created 
 substance^.^^ 

This, I gather, is the implication of the gloss of Maimonides on 
the expression "divine actions" as "natural actions,"44 that is, this re- 
inark does not suggest an identification of God and nature as one 
finds in Spinoza's metaphysical formula D m  sive n ~ t u r a , ~ ~  but rather 

Maimonides, no reference or allusion to them is found in his extant literary corpus. 
See, however, the reference to Ivry cited in the following note. 

'Wfred  Ivry, "Islamic and Greek Influences on Maimonides' Philosophy," in 
M(rimoni&s and Philosophy, edited by Shlomo Pines and ETirmiyahu Yovel (Dordrecht: 
Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1986) 150-51. See also Peter Adamso~l, "Forms of 
Knowledge in the Ariabic Plotinus," in Medieual Philosophy and the Classical Tradition 
in Islam, Judaism, and Christian*, edited by John Inglis (London: Routledgecur- 
zon, 2002) 106-25. 

" Guide 1.57: 132. Diana Lobel, "'Taste and See That the Lord Is C ~ o d ' :  Ha-Levi's 
God Re-Visited," in Bebut Yitzhak: Studies in Mmnory oflsadme Twmky, edited by Jay 
M. Harris ((:ambridge: Harvard University Press, 2005) 173, notes that Judah Ha- 
levi anticipated Maimonides by noting that we cannot even call Cod "onen in any 
ordinary sense of the term. 

E~u~earl.~ v.5.6. 
" See Peter Adamson, The Ardic Plotirz~u: '4 Philosophical Study n f t h  Theology of 

iiristotk (London: Duckworth, 2002)  85-109 
" Guide 1.59: 137. 
'"Guide 1.53: 122-23. 
4 1  Guzrleg.32: 525. 

As suggested by Pines, "Translator's Introduction" xcvi n. 66. To be precise, 

that what occurs in nature is what we theologically - inevitably a 
mode of metaphoric speech that is dependent on the imagnation - 
designate as divine fiat.46 When an attribute is predicated of God, it 
assumes the status of a negation (in Aristotle's terminology, apophasis, 
literally, speaking-away). From this it follows that affirmative predica- 
tion with respect to the divine is to be taken as the negation of the 
corresponding opposite term, the negation of the negative, which 
yields a positive. To say, therefore, that God is one means only that 
God is not not-one, to say that God is good means that God is not 
not-good, and so on. Maimonides reaches the conclusion that "all 
men, those of the past and those of the future, affirm clearly that 
God, may He be exalted, cannot be apprehended by the intellects, 
and that none but He Himself can apprehend what He is, and that 
apprehension of Him consists in the inability to attain the ultimate 
term in apprehending him." From this vantage point the oilly liturgi- 
cal response that would appear to be both verbally meaningful and 
notionally responsible with respect to God is silence, a view sup  
ported exegetically by the citation of lekha dumiyyah tehillah (Ps 65:a).*' 
What is crucial to underscore is that for Maimonides, as for other 
exponents of negative theology, apophasis is itself a verbal gesture, 
a speech-act, an unsaying that is a saying nonetheless, a negation of 
affirmation articulated in the guise of an affirmation of n e g a t i ~ n . ~  

Pines surmises that the words of Maimonides suggest that the "study of nature and 
of the order of nature is the only way open to man to know something of God," 
an explanation that falls short of ascribing a pantheistic intent to Maimonides. A 
formulation that does come remarkably close to Maimonides appears in Spinoza, 
Tractatus Theologzco-Politicus (Cebhurdt Edition, I ~ Z J ) ,  translated by Samuel Shirley, 
with an introduction by Brad S. Gregory (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1989), ch. 3, p. 89: "By 
God's direction I mean the fixed and immutable order of Nature, or chain of natucll 
events; for I have said above, and have already shown elsewhere, that the universal 
laws of Nature according to which all things happen and are determined are noth- 
ing but God's eternal decrees, which always involve eternal truth and necessityn 

Compare Gikatilla, Ginnat Egoz gq. 
47 Guide 1.59: 139. See the studies of Seeskin and Lobel cited above in n. 6. 
* It is of interest to recall here the view attributed to Basilides in Hippolytus, 

The Refutndion of A11 HmsiPs 7.8, translated by J.H. MacMahon, in The Ante-Nicem 
Fathen: Translations of The Writings of t h  Fathers down to A. D. 32 5, edited by Alex- 
ander Roberts and James Donaldson, revised and chronologically arranged, with 
brief prefaces and occasional notes by A. Cleaveland Coxe, vol. 5 (Grand Rapids: 



In the discussion on divine knowledge in the section of the h i &  
that deals with providence and the problem of evil, Maimonides 
reiterates the justification for upholding the via negatiua: "For the 
selfsame incapacity that prevents our intellects from apprehending 
His essence also prevents them from apprehending His knowledge 
of things as they are. For this knowledge is not of the same species 
as ours so that we can draw an analogy with regard to it, but a totally 
different thing . . . between our knowledge and His knowledge there 
is nothing in common, as there is nothing in common between our 

"essence and His essence. With regard to this point, only the equivo- 
cality of the term 'knowledge' occasions the error; for there is a com- 
munity only in the terms, whereas in the true reality of the things 
there is a differen~e."~~ 

It is interesting to recall the comment of Maimonides that the 
critique of affixing attributes to God "can be understood only by 
someone who already possesses knowledge of the art of logic and of 
the nature of being."50 The relevance of the former is selfevident - if 
one does not understand the workings of logic, one cannot follow an 
argument - but it is the latter that is especially intriguing and instruc- 
tive. Earlier in the chapter in which this passage occurs, Maimonides 
makes the point in slightly different language: only one familiar with 
the "teachings of natural science" will understand the deficiencies 
inherent in corporeal beings subject to affections and change, and 
thus only such a person would appreciate the inadequacy of attribut- 
ing anything to God based on our knowledge of the sensible world. 
What we have here is an inversion of the cosmological argument: 
from the physical we know what cannot be true of the metaphysi- 
cal, but this lack of knowledge serves to inspire one to delve more 
deeply into the rational understanding of the cosmos, an activity that 
promotes perfection of the soul and the attainment of the ultimate 

Eerdmans, 1981) 103: "For, he says, that is not absolutely ineffable which is named 
(SO) -altllough undoubtedly we call this ineffable -but that which is 'non-ineffable.' 
For that which is 'non-ineffable' is not denominated ineffable, but is, he says, above 
every name that is named." 

'"uide 3.20: 482. 
50 Chide 1.55: 129. 

felicity, the actualization of one's intellectual potential that ensues 
from conjunction with the active intelle~t.~' 

A similar conclusion may be elicited from the commentary on 
Ezekiel's chariot vision in the third part of the h i & .  As is well known, 
Maimonides identified m&eh merkavah, the "account of the chariot," 
as divine science or metaphysics, in contrast to mabseh bmihit, the 

"account of creation," which is natural science or physics. The secret 
of the chariot vision, which was already viewed in the first mishnah 
of the second chapter of Hagigah as a subject worthy of concealment, 
for Maimonides entails a highly encoded presentation of the meta- 
physical principles of being, ostensibly culminating with the appre- 
hension of God. Faithful, however, to his opinion that human reason 
is necessarily limited in its ability to apprehend the necessary of ex- 
istence, the intricate exegesis of Maimonides on the chariot vision 
leads to the conclusion that we can know the chariot (merkauah) but 
not the one who rides (rokhm) upon it; the unknowing of the divine 
is facilitated through the imprint of providential action in the physi- 
cal world in relation to which it is possible to employ imaginative 
terms.52 As Maimonides emphatically asserts near the conclusion of 
his commentary: "Now the glory of the Lord is not the Lord, as we 
have made clear several times. Accordingly everything to which the 
parables contained in these apprehensions refer is only the glory of 
the Lord, I mean to say the Chariot, not the Rider, as He, may He 
be exalted, may not be presented in a likeness in a parable."53 The 
h o d  yhwh, which is described in the "likeness of the appearance 
of man" ( h u t  ke-ma&h adam), is part of the cosmic structure, pre- 

51 Herbert A. Davidson, Alfarabi, Avicenna, and A v m a  on Intellect: Their Cosmolv 

p~, af t h  Active Intellect, and Th&s of Human InteUect (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1992) 197-207, For a challenge to the standard intellectualist 
understanding of Maimonidean anthropology, see Menachem Kellner, "Is Maimo- 
nides' Ideal Person Austerely Rationalist?" A m ' c a n  Catholic Philosophical Quarterb 
76 (2002): 125-43. 

52 Steven Harvey, "Maimonides in the Sultan's Palace," in Perspectives on M a i m  
n i h :  Philosophual and HittmicalStudia, edited by Joel L. Kraemer (London: Litman 
Library ofJewish Civilization 1996) 47-75; Elliot R Wolfson, Abraham Abuhfia - K a b  
balist and Prophet: Hermeneutics, Theosophy and T h r g y  (Los Angeles: Cherub Press, 
2000) 49-52. See above, n. 43. 

'' Gu& 3.7: 430. 



sumably the intellect assigned to the highest sphere, but the Lord 
is outside that structure, the rokhm and not the merkavah." Here, it 
would seem, Maimonides intimates in a more strictly Neoplatonic 
fashion that the One is beyond intellect and therefore cannot be an 
object of' metaphysical speculation. Confirmation of this conjecture 
is fbund in the passing reinark that "divine science" consists of the 

"appre2lension of the active in te l le~ t , "~~  that is, the active intellect 
and not God.56 

The substance of the exegesis performed deftly by Maimonides 
"indicates that he presumed an important overlap of the two major 
rabbinic esoteric disciplines, ma'meh bereihit and mahseh nmliavah, 
since so much of his explication relates the mythopoetic imagery of 
the chariot to the tripartite division of the cosmological structure, 
the four sublunar elements, the heavenly spheres, and the separate 
intellects. His interpretation of Ezekiel confirms his observation in 
the introd~~ction to the Caide that "natural science borders on divine 
science."" Even the doctrine of negative theology, the final stage of 
metaphysical speculation, has for Maimonides, as Pines has stressed, 
the unique quality of impelling us to study that which we can know 
of the natural world rather than indulging in the mysteries of the 
Godhead. "There is no way to apprehend God,'' writes Maimonides, 
"except through the things He has made."58 Moreover, "the greatest 
proof through which one knows the existence of the deity" is the 

"revolution of the heaven."" This, according to Maimonides, is the 
figurative meaning of the use of the term "rock to refer to God in 

'-L ( h i d e  2.4: 258-59: "It cannot be true that the intellect that moves the highest 
sphere should be identical with the necessary of existence." 

" "zritle 1.62: 152. 
5%41tl~ough Maiinonides does not confuse the identity of God and the active 

intellect, it seeins to me plausible to argue that he would have agreed with the ob- 
selvatio~~ of ALfarabi in Al-Madinn nl-F@,iln (cited and analyzed by Davidson, Alfnrabi, 
rivicrt~tm, nnd,-iverroes 61-62) that since the active intellect emanates from the First 
Cause, the latter can he considered the source of revelation for nlan through the 
former. Compare the discussion of the active intellect and Cad in Guzde 2.18: 299.- 
goo (in that context, Maiinonides explicitly mentions Alf-aabi and cites from his 
B s d a  fi'l-Xql; see Pines. "Translator's Introduction" lxxxii-luxxiii). 

57 Cuule Introduction: 9. 
i"uid.e 1.34: 7'1. 
'" Guide 1.70: 1 7 5  

Scripture (Deut 3 ~ 4 ,  18, 30; i Sam 2:2; Isa 2 6 4 ) :  "God, may He be 
exalted, is designated as the Rock, as He is the principle and the ef- 
ficient cause of all things other than himself. . . . Rely upon, and be 
firm in considering, God, may He be exalted, as the first principle. 
This is the entryway through which you shall come to Him."'' 

Prima facie, these statements, and others like them, would seem 
to contradict the apophatic claims that categorically deny any simi- 
larity between God and the world and thus would render any form 
of cosmological argument erroneous. I would propose that it is the 
Neoplatonic orientation that alleviates rather than aggravates the 
supposedly contradictory nature of these positions. Just as Plotinus 
maintained that communion with the highest Principle - a mode 
of unification to be distinguished from union - is made possible by 
knowledge of the things that proceed from the One even though 
the One does not resemble any of those things, so Maimonides em- 
braced a similar argument with respect to knowledge of the Crea t~r .~~  
Moreover, in consonance with a fundamental Neoplatonic axiom 
about the One, which can be traced back to Plato, Maimonides was 
of the opinion that the necessary of existence in its ipseity is beyond 
reason and language, the source of all being that, properly speaking, 
is not a being that can be subject to either predication or denial. To 
be sure, a critical difference between the Neoplatonists and Maimo- 
nides must be noted inasmuch as the medieval Jewish sage does not 
embrace the depiction of the One as "above beingn (hyperousia). On 
the contrary, Maiinonides refers to Cdd as the "first being" or the 
"necessary of existence," expressions that seemingly conflict with the 
apophatic orientation in Neoplatonic sources. In this matter there 
is greater affinity to the metaphysical view of Aristotle that God is a 
substance, albeit different from the two other kinds of substances 
delineated in his ontological scheme, the terrestrial beings subject 
to teinporal generatian and corruption and the celestial beings that 
are eternal. Furthermore, in a manner that resonates more strictly 

* Chide 1.16: 42. 
Enneads v.7.36; L.M. de Rijk, "Causation and Participation in Proclus: The 

Pivotal Role of Scope Distinction in His Metaphysics," in On Proclu.~ and His Inju- 
ence in MediPonl Philosophy, edited by E.P. Bos and P.A. Meijer (Leiden: EJ. Brill, 
'992) 5-6. 



with the Aristotelian tradition, and following the lead of Islamic 
thinkers including especially Avicenna, Maimonides characterizes 
God, the incorporeal "first cause,"62 as the "first intellecP3 whence 
emanate the immaterial intellects assigned to the heavenly spheres, 
culminating with the active intellect, which governs events in the 
sublunar sphere. It seems reasonable to conclude that Maimonides 
conflated two portraits of God, the Aristotelian and the Neoplatonic, 
even if it is the case that he was not fully conscious of the discrep 
ancy between the two v i e ~ p o i n t s . ~ ~  Maimonides tried to make the 
two positions compatible by insisting, first, that the process of divine 
intellection, the unity of sekhel, maskil, and muskal, is something the 
human intellect cannot comprehend intelle~tually,~~ and, second, 
that the description of God as intellect is not based on any ontic 
similarity but is merely terminological in nature.66 Indeed, even to 

62 On the Islamic philosophic sources for this designation of God, see Davidson, 
Aljc~rabi, Auicana, and Avems 45-46. 

See Morwedge, Metaphysica of Avicenna 236-42; Avicenna, Metaphysics of T/w 
Healing, 8.6.6, pp. 284-85, 8.7.1, p. 291. 

Consider the comment of Davidson, MOSP.~ Mninwnzdrs 364 n. 40: "Maimo- 
nides - following, as he so often does, the Arabic Aristotelian school of philoso- 
phy - describes God, without reservation, as pure intellect, and he never explains 
how the attribute of intellect should be construed negatively. It apparently went 
witliout saying for him that incorporeal beings consist in pure intellect, and he had 
no qualms in applying that positive term to God." 

65 Gui& 1.68: 163. In this matter, Maimonides may have been influenced by Avi- 
c e n n d  adaptation of Aristotle's claim that thought and its object are indistinguish- 
able with respect to the divine (Metaphysics 1075a 1-10). See the passage translated in 
Morewedge, Metaphysica ojAuicenna 61: "The Necessary Existent is independent of 
substiatunl in being absolutely separated froin it. But Its essence is neither hidden 
from (nmhjiib) Itself nor sepal-ated from Itself. Accordingly, It is a knower known to 
Itself. Indeed, It is knowledge ('dm) Itself. .. . Thus, in reality, what is known is knowl- 
edge itself. Since that which is known to the soul is a knower, knower, the known, 
and knowledge are identical in this context. The Necessary Existent is, therefore, 
a blower of Its own essence (dhzt).'' Avicenna's indebtedness to and deviation from 
-4ristotle are duly noted by Morewedge, r$. cit. 127-128 n. 3. Compare Avicenna, 
~\fetr~physics of T/zt Hvaling 8.6.13-16. pp. 287-88. 

" For a diffel-en1 but not contradictory approach, see Lobel, "'Silence is Praise 
to You"' 29--34. Lobel proposes that when applied to God, intellectual apprehen- 
sion should be understood as an attribute of action. 

identify the divine image by which Adam was created as the intellect, 
a position affirmed by Maimonides and for which he was criticized 
by Joseph Gikatilla,67 is a form of equivocation since we cannot say 
in a precise way that the necessary of existence possesses an intellect 
that is similar to the intellect of a contingent being. 

What is crucial to emphasize for the purposes of this study is that 
the blending of Aristotelian and Neoplatonic perspectives yielded 
a merging of apophasis and kataphasis on the part of Maimonides. 
In portraying the matter in this way, I do not mean to reify the two 
orientations in a binarian fashion, recognizing, as I do, that the con- 
ceptual nuances do not fit neatly into rigid categories. Indeed, the 
amalgamation of apophatic and kataphatic elements in Maimonides 
may have been indebted to a passage in Plotinus. Even if the textual 
evidence is inconclusive, it is worthwhile citing the Plotinian text in- 
sofar as it illumines a crucial dimension of Maimonidean thought 
that, in turn, influenced the kabbalists. 

But the One, as it is beyond Intellect, so is it beyond knowledge, and 
as it does not in any way need anything, so it does not even need know- 
ing . . .. It is, therefore, truly ineffable: for whatever you say about it, you 
will always be speaking of a "something". But "beyond all things and 
beyond the supreme majesty of Intellect" is the only one of all the ways 
of speaking of it which is true; it is not its name, but says that it is not 
one of all things and "has no name," because we can say nothing of it: 
we only try, as far as possible, to make signs to ourselves about it.@' 

Perhaps even more important for a proper understanding of the in- 
termingling of apophasis and kataphasis in the religious philosophy 

67 In his critical glosses on the Guidt, Hassagot hl ha-Mureh, printed in Isaac Abra- 
vanel, Ketauim hl Mahhmet Yisrdl, 3 vols. (Jerusalem, 1967) 3:23b-24d, Gikatilla 
criticizes Mairnonides' identification of the divine image as the intellect faculty that 
derives from the Separate Intelligences, on grounds that it suggests an ontic simi- 
larity between God and these Intelligences. See Blickstein, "Between Philosophy 
and Mysticism" 44-45. 

Fd Enn~ads v.3.12-13. 



of Maimonides is the paraphrase of the aforecited Plotinian passage 
in the so-called Epistola de ScicYntia Divina: 

We say that it is above substance, mind, sight, and knowledge,for it sees 
and kn,ows its own essence, which is the essence that is above all essences. 
ThPfefore it is the knowledge which is aboue all kn.owledge, because it is 
the first knowledge and is above all knowledge as it is above all mind, 
fir it does not need to kn,ow at all: knowledge occurs only in the second- 
ary substance, because it needs knowledge of the first substance. The 

" name of substance, properly so called, is not appropriate to Him, but 
we find no likeness to Him in any of the things, nor any name among 
their nanes that is app'ofwiate to nothing else but to Him alone. There- 
f m  rue ctcll Him by t h ~  best name it is possiblefor us to call Him by. Someone 
m,ay question this, saying: I f y o u  make thc? First Knower not knowing, y o u  wzake 
Him no1 perczpient either, and the implications of this are unacceptable. 
We reply: We said that He is not knowing, meaning by this not that He 
is ignorant as opposed to knowing, but that He is above knowledge. 
For a knower can exist only where there is a knowledge and a known, 
and an intelligent can exist only where there is an intelligence and an 
object of intellection, thus multzplyi~lg, whereas we have said that He 
does not admit of multiplicity in any way at all.69 

The One is described paradoxically as the essence that is above all 
essences and as the knowledge that is above all knowledge, fonnu- 
lations that nlust be construed technically as apophatic statements, 
that is, verbal acts of unsaying, which are be distinguished from not 
speaking. In proximity to the perspective adopted by Maimonides, 
the depiction of the One in the above passage as the "first substance" 
is followed immediately by the claim that the word "substance" can- 
not he attributed to the One since it resembles nothing else in the 
ontological chain. Accordingly, the best name possible is assigned to 
God even though in truth no name can be considered an adequate 
denotation of the divine substance, an implication of Maimonides' 
thinking that was rouildly criticized by Aquinas70 

hQ I<pistoln d~ Sriottza L)zutna as 118-25, publi~hed In Plotznz Operu 321 and 323 
(emphauis In original). 

70 Aquinas, Suncrnn Th~ologza, Pt. 1, p. 13 k t .  2; Frederick Ferre, "In Praise of Ar- 

The Neoplatonized Aristotelianism expressed in the religious 
philosophy of Maimonides demonstrates the same confluence of 
the apophatic and kataphatic elements operative in the aforecited 
excerpt from Plotinus's Enneads and in its adaptation in the Epistola 
de Scientia Divina. Most important for the purpose of this study is 
the fact that this is the framework within which one should consider 
the contemplative ideal of intellectual worship (al-i'bda al-hqlzyya/ 
huodah sikhlzt) advanced by Maimonides, the worship of God that is 
characterized as an all-consuming passion (hhq) of the lover for the 
beloved, also identified as the silent and solitary devotion of the 
heart, which is proportionate to apprehension, the highest level of 
prophecy marked by the simulated death of the body through sub- 
jugation of desire that purifies the soul so that it receives the intel- 
lectual overflow (al-fayd al-'aqli) of divine providence, culminating 
in union with God through the bond of intellect; a "post-cognitive 
piety" and "post-intellectual devotion to God," as David Blumenthal 
has aptly characterized Maimonidean "intellectualist" or "philosophi- 
cal" mysticism,71 a stance that, in my judgment, resonates with the 
position taken previously by Simon Rawido~icz .~~ 

Maimonidean Via Negativa and 
Kabbalistic Conceptions of Prayer 

As a number of scholars have noted, several kabbalists in thirteenth- 
century Spain were critical of the anthropocentric and utilitarian 
rationale for the commandments advocated by Maimonides on 
grounds that this approach, irrespective of the master's own inten- 
tions, was employed by individuals seeking to justify abrogation 
of traditional observance based on a hyper-allegorical reading of 

thropomorphi~m,~ IntmntimLal Jo~~rnnl , fm Philosophy oj&ligzon 16 (1984): 206-7. 
71 '4 list of references to Blumenthal's studies is delineated above, n. 9. 
72 Simon Rawidowicz, Studies in Jmish Thmght, edited by Nahuin Glatzer (Phila- 

delphia: Jewish Publication Society of America, 1974) 269-304 For an alternative 
attempt to present Maimonides as a mystic, see Faur, Homo Mysticus. 



Scripture. Thus, for instance, Jacob ben She~het,~%oses de Leon,74 
and Isaac of Acre,75 to name some of the better known examples, 
rebuked extreme "Aristotelians" for maintaining that it was not 
necessary to utter the words of the traditional prayers since the true 
intent of worship was not to speak to God - God is not a body and 
therefore has no ears and cannot literally hear - nor could it be to 
bless Cod since God is lacking nothing and thus does not need to be 
blessed, but to purify the mind and to attain the state of intellectual 
conjui~ct ion .~~ As Scholem succinctly expressed the matter: "Here 
w e  have, remarkably enough, a form of debheguth rejected by the 
kabbalists and standing in contrast to the kind of prayer-mysticism 
cultivated by them. In fact, the kabbalistic doctrine of kawwanah o p  
poses a pure spiritualization of the symbolism in 

One cannot disagree with Scholem's observation that the em- 

73 Jacob ben Sheshet, Sh&r haShamayimn, in e a r  Nchmd 3 (1860): 163-65; Na- 
hora Gabay, "Sefer Sha'ar ha-Shanlayim (The book Gate of Heaven) by Rabbi Yacov 
Ben Shehset Girondi: Scientific Edition Including Foreword and Annotations:' MA 
thesis, Tel iZviv University, 1993, I I ~ - I ~ .  A portion of the text is cited by Isaac of 
Acre, Stlfer Me'imt Rinayim: 4 Critical Edition (Jerusalem: Akkademon, 1981) 58-61. 
For an annotated French translation, see Georges Vajda, Rechmches sur la phibssu 
phie et la kabbnb duns l a p m k j u i v e  du M y e n  Age (Paris: Mouton, 1962) 357-71. See 
also Scholern, Oripns 382; Tishby, Wisdom 950; Daniel C.  Matt, "The Mystic and the 
hfi?wot," in ,Jewish Spirituality Fmm the Bibb Through the Middb Ages, edited by Arthur 
Green (New York: Crossroad, 1987) 374. 

74 Elliot R. Wolfson, The Book of the Pomegmnatz: Moses de L e s s  Sejk ha Rimmm 
(Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1988) 391-92 See Scholem, Majm Trends 397-98 n. 154; 
Matt, "Mystic and the Mz~wot" 375; Elliot R. Wolfson, "Mystical Rationalization of 
the Commandments in Sefm ha-Rimmon" Hebrew Union CoUtge Annual 59 (1988) 
249-50; Tishby, Wirdom, 952. For Moses de Leon's critique of coreligionists who 
followed the way of philosophers and mistakenly presumed there was no conflict 
between tradition and philosophy, see Jochanan H.A. Wijnhoven, "Sefer ha-Mis-whkaE 
Text and Study," Ph.D. thesis, Brandeis University, 47-48. 

75 See passages from Isaac of Acre, e a r  Hnyyim, MS Gunzberg 775, fols. qga 
and 89b cited by Goldreich, SefPr Mei'irat Einayim 411 n. 32 and 414 n. 16; English 
translation in Matt, "Mystic and Miqvot" 373. 

76 For a later reverberation of this speculative ideal of prayer as contemplation 
of irltelligible realities, see Howard Kreisel, "From Dialogue to Contemplation: The 
Transformation of the Substance of Prayer in the Jewish Philosophical Exegesis in 
Provence in the Middle Ages," in She& Tal5g-83 (Hebrew). 

77 Scholem, h p n s  382. 

phasis in kabbalistic texts on the need to pronounce words of prayer 
and not simply meditate silently on the imageless deity must be un- 
derstood as a polemical response to the excessive spiritualization 
of prayer implied in the philosophical ideal of contemplation. The 
matter is more complex, however, and indeed in another passage 
Scholem himself notes that the experience of h e q u t  is an "ele- 
ment common" to Maimonides and kabbal i~ts .~~ An interesting il- 
lustration of the conflicting view taken by adherents of the esoteric 
tradition vis-a-vis Maimonides may be adduced from a passage in 
Isaac of Acre's Sefer Me'irat zinayim. On the one hand, Isaac follows 
Nahmanides by stating unequivocally that the intellect - especially 
the intellect of the philosophers - cannot apprehend the "wisdom of 
the path of tradition" (hokhmat dmekh haqnbbalah), which is depicted 
as well as the "wisdom of faith" (hokhmat ha-emunah) and as the "way 
of truth" (derekh ha-emt). On the other hand, he approvingly cites 
a number of sources that describe the peak mystical experience in 
terms of the process of intellectual conjunction informed by modes 
of philosophical rhetoric.79 

A reconsideration of some of the relevant kabbalistic texts can 
offer a more balanced picture that may narrow the gap separating 
the philosophic and mystical interpretations of prayer, illustrating, 
in particular, that in the case of both the verbal gesture is indispens- 
able to the apophatic unsaying. To clarify the point, let me cite a 
comment from Jacob ben Sheshet's Meshiv Devarim Nekhohim 

The matter of the letters comprises the forms of all created beings, and 
you will not find a form that does not have an image in the letters or 
in the combination of two, three, or more of them. This is a principle 
alluded to in the order of the alphabet, and the matters are ancient, 

Ibid. 413. 
7Vsaac of Acre, Sefm Mei'irat Einayim 222-23. See Isaac's remark, op. cit. 20, that 

the extra soul on Sabbath "is not apprehended by people through the senses, for 
the sensible [murgash] does not perceive the intelligible [muskal], and it does not 
apprehend it, especially through the physical eyes ['einei basar], but through the 
eyes of the intellect ['eia'nei ha-sckhd the believers [ha-~nc~hminim] who are the en- 
lightened [mavkilim] sense [mrgzshim] on the day of Sabbath the supplement of 
the joy of the heart and the power of fecundity without doubt, and Saturday night 
attests to its departure." 



deep waters that have no limit. This matter will not be comprehended 
according to its coinportment except by one who knows the true ex- 
planation of why the worshipper must discharge his prayer from his 
moutll and to enunciate his lips. But is he now a knower of the hid- 
den things? If so, why does he have a need for this? Would thought 
alone not be sufficient? The reason, in my opinion, is to senre Him by 
means of what He is [IPbvdo be-mnft sht-hu'], that is to say, the one who 
forms all the forms [m.cyyer kol ha-zurot]. It is written, "there is no rock 
[zur] like our God" (1 Sam 2:20), and they said,80 "there is no artisan 
[~nyynr]  like our 

It is reasonable to assume that in this passage Jacob ben Sheshet is 
respondirlg to the philosophical challenge leveled against traditional 
prayer, though it is fi-amed in a manner that would necessarily be 
limited to one who adopted a rationalist coilception of an incorpo- 
real deity. If God knows all that is hidden, why must there be a ver- 
balizing of prayer supplementary to the having of one's thoughts? In 
his answer, Jacob ben Sheshet builds upon a fundamental axiom of 
kabbalah, a deep structure of the Jewish mystical tradition that runs 
its course fi-orn late antiquity to the present: Hebrew is the cosmic 
language and, consequently, the consonants of the "holy language" 
constitute the forms of all that exists. But Jacob ben Sheshet makes 
an additional point: The worshipper cannot simply pray by silently 
contemplating the idea of C~od in mind; he must utter the words 
of prayer - composed in Hebrew characters - so that he will serve 
Cfid "by ineans of what He is." One might be tempted to explain 
this description functionally, that is, insofar as God is the one who 
gives form to all forms, and the latter are the letters, the worship 
per emulates this capacity of the divine by reciting words of prayer. 
Although this is a plausible explanation, the discussion that imine- 
diatelj- precedes the above citation, which affirms that the letters 
proceed from Hokhmah and are engl-aved in the spirit of Binah, sug- 
gests an alternative explication predicated on the presumption that 

Babylonian Talmud, tlerakhot ioa. 
H' Jacob ben Sheshet, Spfer Mpshiu Deoarim Nekhohim, edited by Georges Vajda, 

Introduction by Georges Vajda and Efraim Gottlieb (Jerusalem: Israel Academy of 
Sciences and Humanities, 1968) 1.54. 

the letters are constitutive of the divine physiognomy, the material 
encasements, as it were, of the sefirotic light that emanates from 
the Infinite. Widespread in kabbalistic sources is the juxtaposition 
of language and being encoded in the symbolic identification of 
the Hebrew consonants as elemental building blocks of all cre- 
ation, and the further claim that all the letters are comprised in the 
Tetragrammaton, the name whose mystical essence was identified as 
Torah, imaginally envisioned as the divine body (guf el~hi).~' Bearing 
these assumptions in mind, 1 think it is entirely plausible to propose 
that Jacob ben Sheshet's gloss "by means of what He is" should be 
interpreted ontically and not merely functionally. 

The interpretation I have offered is supported by a passage in 
Jacob ben Sheshet's Sh&r ha-Shamayim, a treatise wherein he explicitly 
opposes the spiritualizing conception of prayers3: "Thus it is neces- 
sary in prayer to voice each and every word with the lips, in order to 
form the shape of the letter [zurat ha-bt] in the spirit of the speaker, 
'and it will be for you a sign [we-hayah kkha lebt]' (Exod  IS:^), 'to bow 
down to the king, the Lord of the hosts' [khishtahawot le-mlekh yhwh 
mabt] (Zech 14:16), when a man enters into the depth of thought 
[bebmq ha-mahshavah] 'until the foundation within it' (Ps 137:7), and 
he contemplates the stature of the One whose greatness 'cannot be 
fathomed' (ibid., 145:3)."s4 The demand to enunciate words of prayer 
is related to the fact that the forms of the letters must be coilfigured 
in the spirit of the worshipper, a process that reflects the emanative 
scheme above whereby the inner thought of God assumes shape in 
the letters of the Hebrew alphabets5 from which is woven the fabric 
of the text of the divine body that is at the same time the body of 

R2 See Gershom Scholem, On the Kabbalah and Its Symbolism, translated by Ralph 
Manheim (New York: Schocken, 1969) 37-44; dm, "The Name of God and the 
Linguistic Theoly of the Kabbala," D i o p s  79-80 (1972): 78-80, 178-80, 193-4; 
Moshe Idel, "The Concept of Torah in Hekhalot Literature and Its Metamorphosis 
in Kabbalah," Jerusalem Studies in Jewish Thought 1 (1981): 23-84, especially 49-58 
(Hebrew); Tishby, Wisdom 1079-82. 

'"ee above, n. 73. 
84 Jacob ben Sheshet, Shah ha-Shamayim 158, and in the edition of Gabay, "Sefer 

Sha'ar ha-Shamayim" 108. 
See the analysis of Gabay, "Sefer Sha'ar ha-Shamayim" 20-21. 



the divine text.86 Inasmuch as the letters emanate from Hokhmah 
to Binah - in later zoharic texts, the letters are explicitly identified 
based on this conception as the seminal fluid that Hokhmah, the 
father, imparts to the womb of Binah, the mother, whence they co- 
alesce into the form of Torah that comprises the lower seven sefirot, 
six masculine and the seventh feminines7 - words of prayer are com- 
parable to rungs on a ladder by means of which the mind ascends 
to its source in divine thought, mahhavah, identified either as Keter 
or Hokhmah, an experience that receives the technical designation 
nt@shavnh ha-heqah, literally, "the thought that cleaves."s8 For Jacob, 
as for his Catalonian colleagues, Ezra and Azriel, the cleaving of 
thought in prayer has a twofold purpose, to restore the soul to the 
divine ecstatically and to open the channels of blessing from above 
theurgically; there is no reason to separate ecstasy and theurgy in the 
contemplative ideal of prayer proffered in these sources. Needless 
to say, the Maimonidean influence is limited to the former. While 
this factor has been noted in previous scholarship, the full extent 
of its significance on informing the mystical stance of the early kab- 
balists has not been sufficiently observed. Isaiah Tishby's contrast of 
the "nonecstatic communion" in the teachings of B*ya Ibn Paquda 
and Maimonides and the "subject of communion" in the thinking 
of the Gerona kabbalists, which "concerned the complete and utter 
union of the soul with God," may be considered typical.sg 

The question of the "complete and utter union of the soul with 

'Wolfson, Language, Ems, Being 255-60. 
'' Elliot R. Wolfson, "Anthroponiorphic Imagery and Letter Symbolism in the 

Zohar," Jausalem St7ulie.r in Jewish Thought 8 (1989): 169-701 (Hebrew). See also 
Language, K,os, Bring 208-9. 

RX Gersham Scholem, "The Concept of Kawanah in the Early Kabbalah," in Stud- 
ies in  jal~ish Thought, edited by Alfred Jospe (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 
1981) 166 and 176-77 n. 37; Moshe Idel, Kabbalah: NmPerspectives (New Haven and 
London: Yale University Press, 1988) 46-49; Seth L. Brody, "Human Hands Dwell 
in Heaveilly Heights: Contemplative Ascent and Theurgic Power in Thirteenth 
Century Kabbalah," in Mystics of the Book: Topics, Thtmes, and Typologies, edited with 
an Introductioil by Robert A. Herrera (NewYork: Peter Lang, 1993) 134-37; Adam 
Mterman, The Inmt ion  of Prayers in  Early Ecstatic Kabbalah: A Study and Critical Edi- 
tion of an Anonymous Commta7y  to the Prayers (Los Angeles: Cherub Press, 2004) 
115-34, esp. 118-31 (Hebrew). 

8 T i ~ h b y ,  Wisddm 986-87. 

f 
1 God" is not a simple issue for either philosopher or kabbalist. A 

I 
discussion of this thorny problem lies beyond the concerns of this 
study.g0 The critical point from my perspective is that the idea of 

t conjunction (i'ttz$al) affirmed by Maimonides, especially in the pre- 
sentation of the ideal of worship of the heart, entails an ecstatic, uni- 
tive state that is analogous phenomenologically to what is avowed in 
kabbalistic literature. In describing the contours of this experience, 

1 Maimonides initially uses the figurative language of spatial proxim- 
f ity; "one who apprehends the true realities" (mudrik al-hqai'q) must 
1 

I endeavor "to come closer" to God by strengthening the intellect, the 

i bond between divine and human; intellectual worship consists of 

B "nearness to God and being in His presence." However, one should 

I not forget that Maimonides also employs unitive terminology. He 
thus characterizes the status of the patriarchs and Moses in the fol- 

I lowing terms: "Because of the union of their intellects through a p  
prehension of Him [i'ttihd 'uqulihim bi-i'drakihi], it came about that 

1 He made a lasting covenant with each of them . . . For in those four, 
i I mean the Patriarchs and Moses our Master, union with God [al- 

i'ttihd bz-lldh / hit'ahdut im ha-el] - I mean apprehension of Him and 
love of Him - became manifest, as the texts test*." In the continu- 
ation of this passage, Maimonides states explicitly that this rank is 
not attainable by most human beings, including himself; at best, one 

I can aspire to the rank previously discussed, viz., "closeness to God" 
(al-qurb minhu) ensuing from the "total devotion to Himn (al-i'nqita' 

i i 'L~~hi ) .~ l  The important point for my argument is that Maimonides 
i 
I did allow for the possibility of union in the case of the ultimate act 

of worship, the highest level of prophecy, attained by "the perfect 

I noble ones" (al-fudald'al-kamiliin), a line of interpretation confirmed 
i by the strong unitive language utilized to characterize the experi- 
i ence of h e q u t  by subsequent exponents of Maimonides, including 
i 
t his son Abraham and his translator Samuel Ibn Tibbon. 
I 
! 

I 
I For a still useful introduction to the technical philosophical issues pertain- j ing to the distinction between conjunction with the active intellect and union with 

the One, see Philip Merlan, Monopsychism, Mysticism, Metaconsciuusners: P m b h  of 
i the Soul in  the Neoaristolelian and Neoplatonic Tradition (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 
1 1963). 
I G u i h  3.51: 624. 



In the teaching of Isaac the Blind, we find a similar confluence 
of motifs to describe the experience of worship as well as prophecy. 
In the terminology distinctive to the kabbalistic material, hequ t  ha- 
ma&shavah entails the conjunction of human and divine thought to 
the point that the oiltic difference between the two is overcome. As 
Ezra of Geroila put it in his commentary on the talmudic aggadot, 
"'Say to wisdom you are my sister' (Prov 7:4), that is to say, to con- 
join thought to Wisdom as if they will be one thing [kei'llu hu wehi' 
davar ehad ."g' Tishbyg3 already suggested that Ezra was indebted to 
Maimonides' philosophic interpretation of the eschatological image 
utilized by the rabbis to describe the righteous in the world-tocome, 
"their crowils are on their heads" (Babylonian Talmud, Berakhot 
17"): "The existence of the soul is in the existence of its intelligible, 
and the one and the other are one thing [qzyyum ha-nefesh be-qzyyum 
rnuskalah we-hcyotah hi'we-hu'davar ehad Yg4 This brief account of the 
unity of the soul and its intelligible is a highly abbreviated version 
of the inore techilical explanation of the process of intellection in 
the following words of Maimonides: "And it has become clear that 
the act of every intellect, which act consists in its being intellectu- 
ally cognizing, is identical with the essence of that intellect. Conse- 
quently, the intellect, the iiltellectually cognizing subject, and the 
ii~tellectually cognized object are always one and the same thing in 
the case of everything that is cognized in  act^."^^ 

In the state of conjunction, the human intellect attains something 
of the divine nature,'since in the opinion of Maimonides, as I noted 

g'2 I.iqqutei Shikhehah u-%h (Ferrara, 1556) sb. I take this opportunity to correct 
the characterization of this passage in Wolfson, "Beneath the Wings" 232. Inad- 
vertently, I refen-ed to this source as a statement of Azriel of Gerona "in the com- 
mental? to Spfm Ihirah that purports to transmit the teachings of Isaac the Blind." 
The text of Ezra is cited with slight variation in Azriel of Gerona, C o m m t a t y  on 
Tnlrnudic Agadulh, edited by Isaiah Tishby (Jerusalem: Mekize Nirdamim, 1945) 
20 (Hebrew). 

" Y~on~mmtnry on TaL?r~udic A g d o t h  20 n. 11. Idel, Kabbalah: New P~rspectivfi 293 
11. 63, maintains that Ezra's formulation reflects a "Neoplatonic view" and not the 

"Aristotelian epistemic union as it occurs in Maimonides." 
" Mishn,nh i7n P m h  ha-RahfBaM, edited and translated by Joseph Qafih (Je- 

rusalen~: Mosad ha-Rav Kook, 1965), Seder Nezikin 138. See Mishwh Torah, Tes- 
hwah 8.2. 

" G~liUie 1.68: 164-65. 

above, it is always the case that for God the three elements, intel- 
lect (hql/sekhl), intellectually cognizing subject (;Zqil/mnskil), and 
intellectually cognized object (m~ul/mwkal), are one without any 
differentiation. It seems entirely acceptable to apply this epistemic 
structure to the kabbalistic understanding of the soul's contempla- 
tion of the divine; and, as a matter of fact, some kabbalists even de- 
scribe the knowledge of God as the indivisible unity of sekhl, maskil, 
and mwkal, which are correlated with the three upper divine ema- 
nations, Keter, Hokhmah, and Bin~h. '~ 

One might object that there is still a crucial difference between 
Maimonides and kabbalists on the grounds that the former dispenses 
with language and the ultimate object of conjunction is unknow- 
able. I will return to the issue of unknowability and agnosticism at 
the conclusion of this essay, but at this juncture I will focus on the 
former allegation. I would not deny the validity of maintaining this 
distinction; there seems no legitimate way to narrow the gap when 
it comes to the status accorded language in the respective specula- 
tions of Maimonides and kabbalists. Nevertheless, even with respect 
to this issue, there is a common philosophical underpinning. He- 
brew is portrayed as the matrix language of all being, but kabbalists 
acknowledge that in the contemplative ascent language, even the 
holy tongue, gives way to what is beyond language, as thought leads 
to what is beyond thought. Here it is worth mentioning another pas- 
sage from Jacob ben Sheshet interpreting the dictum ascribed to R. 
Hisdag7 that "a persoil must always enter through two entrances and 
afterwards he should pray:" 

We must say that the opinion of R. Hisda was to instruct about the mat- 
ter of prayer [invan tefillah] in this allusion and how prayer proceeds. 
He says "a person must always enter," to draw forth and to emanate the 
blessing and the will in the matter that proceeds, emanates, and dis- 
seminates from spring to spring like a candle lit from a candle. Thus a 
person must enter within two entrances . . . and "afterwards he should 

96 Todros ben Joseph Abulafia, Shn'ar hn-Razim, edited from the manuscripts 
with Introduction and Annotations by Michal KushnirOron (Jerusalem: Bialik 
Institute, 1989) 99. 

97 Babylonian Talmud, Berakhot 8a. 



pray," in thought and in emanation from the yod that alludes to the 
attribute of humility, as one can see from its form, for it is small and 
bent  over to  point to its origin.98 

Note that in explicating the matter of prayer Jacob focuses exclusively 
on the contemplative dimension, to draw the efflux from the super- 
nal gradation, correlated symbolically with the attribute of humility, 
the self-abnegation required to open the limitless channel of bless- 
ing that surpasses all limits, including the limit of language. The two 
doors through which one must enter in order to pray are interpreted 
symbolically as a reference to "thought" (mabhavah) and "emana- 
tion" (azilut). I assume that in this context the former corresponds 
to the attribute of Hokhmah and the latter to Keter. The ability to pray 
is thus dependent on the possibility of merging with but extending 
beyond divine thought. From this we may conclude that in spite of 
the emphasis placed on declaiming the words of the traditional lit- 
urgy, for kabbalists, too, it is appropriate to say that language is the 
means to reach the (no) thing that exceeds language.99 

The tenor of Jacob ben Sheshet's comments is particularly close 
to the view expressed in an anonymous commentary on the prayers, 
an amalgam of theosophic and ecstatic elements, which was com- 
posed in all likelihood in Barcelona in the second half of the thir- 
teenth centu1y.lw Though we do not know the author's name, we 

Kituei Ram6un, edited by Hayyim D. Chavel (Jerusalem: Mosad ha-Rav Kook, 
1964) 2: 366. 

See Wolfson, Lanffuage, Ems, Betng 25--27,287-95. 
loo A fragment of the text was first published by Abraham Joshua Heschel, "Com- 

mentary on the Prayers," in Qovq d a i '  kzekhm Mosh  Shm (New York: Hoza'at 
vaadat zikhron Moshe Shor, 1944) 113-26 (Hebrew). More recently, two editions 
of the full text have been published: the first is the version edited by Saverio Cam- 
panini in the appendix to Giulio Busi, Catalogue ofthe Kabbalistic Manusnipts in t h  
I,ibrary ofthe Jewish Cdmmunity qfMantua (Firenze: Edizioni Cadmo, 2001) 243-58, 
and the second version was published by Afterman, Intation ofRayen 209-93. In 
I.unpage, Ems, Bcn'ng294, I followed Carnpanini's suggestion that the author of the 
commentary may have been Judah ben Nissim Ibn Malka. The comparison of the 
anonymous commentary and the views of Ibn Malka was suggested by Moshe Idel, 
Hasidism: Betrueen Ecstasy and M a p  (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1995) 
339 n. 50. For further references in Idel's works to this text, see below, n. 106. See 
also Gerhard Scholem, Dm Buch Bahir: Ein Schnjtdm.kmal a m  clm Fn'ihza't clm Kab- 

learn from this treatise that he also composed a commentary on 
Pirqei Rabbi Eli'aercalled Sefer ha-Ma$ig.l0' The premise upon which 
the commentary on the prayers rests is that the "mysteries of the holy 
tradition" (sitrei ha-qabbalah ha-qedoshah) are ascertained through 
the "combination of letters" (vf otiyyot) whence the "names issue 
forth, changing in accordance with each and every action."'02 The 
practice of letter-permutation is rooted ideationally in the funda- 
mental tenet of Jewish esotericism to which I have already referred, 
the presumption that the underlying stuff of creation is encoded in 
the field of all possible permutations of the Hebrew  consonant^.'^^ 
Abraham Abulafia put it eloquently in one of his compositions, "The 
letters are the reality of the world in its entirety, and through them 
God governs his world, as the author of Sefer Yqirah attests 'every 
created being [yaur] and every word [dibbur] comes forth from 
them;"04 and he says that God appointed the letters over all the cre- 
ated beings, and he bound the crowns to them and combined them 
one with the other, that is, the letter and the created being. Thus 
what was at the beginning of existence [reihit ha-m&t], the secret 
of the letters from which the names are compounded, is at the end 
of existence [takhlit ha-yiht] , for they are like forms in relation to 

hala aufGrund clm kritischm Neuausgabe (Leipzig: W. Druglin, 1923) 33,52,96; and 
Abrams, The Book Bahir 72. After having submitted the typescript of Language, Ems, 
Bang, the edition of the prayer commentary prepared by Afterman came into my 
hands. I accept his critique of the attribution of the treatise to Ibn Malka laid out 
in Intation of Rayen 23-34. The affinity between this anonymous text and Jacob - .  
ben Sheshet's orientatibn-Gas noted by Afterman, ibid. 130. 

lo' Afterman, Intention ofRayen 16, 223,226, 233, 245,256, 258,260,265,270. 
Afterman, Intention of Rayers 211. The author of this text follows the view af- 

firmed by Abulafia as well as other kabbalists concerning the inclusion of all the 

i names in the single name or the Tetragrammaton. See ibid 287: "all the names are 
one name, but the action changes in accordance with the matter in the manner of 
the forms that come to be from the combination of letters." 

IoS Many scholars have discussed this aspect ofJewish esotericism. For a review 
1 of the matter, see Wolfsan, Language, E m ,  &ing 1 ~ j ~ - 2 0 2 .  r Io4 In the standard editions of Sefer Yqimh 2:5, the attested reading is "every 

I created being and every word goes forth in one name." See A. Peter Hayman, S q i  
Yeirn: Edition, Translation and Text-Critical Commentary (Tiibingen: Mohr Siebeck, 



material entities"lO% uul~usually beautiful formulation of this idea 
is found in a passage from the aforementioned anonymous com- 
mentaly on the prayers whose author may have very well been a 
disciple of Abulafia'O6: "You will find that the computation of k?wm 
ha-panzpn, mnmah,  aron, Euhot, and keruuim add up to the number of 
twenty-two foundational letters mentioned in Sqkr Y ~ i r a h ,  and from 
them everything is found. When you comprehend this secret you 
will know the thirty-two wondrous paths of wisdom [lamed-beit netivot 
pelibt hokhmah] that were in the temple below hinting in the manner 
1C of these [nzrmazim kemo elu]. They, and all else, are thus a token of 
the temple above [zekhirah Ei-veit ha-miqdmh she1 mahlnh], as we men- 
tioned regarding Jeru~alem.'"~' Bracketing many of the themes and 
images in this citation that demand detailed analysis and decoding, 
let me say simply that underlying this passage is the axiomatic claim 
that the twenty-two letters constitute the basic substance of all that 
exists.lox To know this secret is to apprehend the symbolic nature of 
the thirty-two wondrous paths of wisdom, paths that, according to 
this text, are embodied within the sacred artifacts of the temple, to 
wit, the bread of display, the candelabrum, the ark, the tablets, and 

ln5 ilbraham Abulafia, SrfPrh-Hesheq (Jerusalem, 2002) 39. Needless to say, there 
are numerous passages from the works of Abulafia, that express this seminal idea 
ofJewish esotericisin. For Abulafia the special status of Hebrew relates not only to 
the tact that i t  is cliaracterized as a "natural" or .'essentialn language in contrast to 
the "conventional" nature of all other languages, but also in the fact that the latter 
are constructed on the basis of and contained within the various permutations of 
the Hcbrew letters. See, for instance, Abraham Abulafia, e y y e i  h-,Yejiih (Jerusa- 
lem, 2001) 67. For discussion of the notion of cosmic semiotics and the practice of 
letter-permutation in ,4bulafia's prophetic kabbalah, see Wolfson, Abraham Abulafia 
58-68, and references to the studies of Scholern and Idel cited on 58 nn. 163-64. 

'06 Moshe Idel, "The Writings of Abraham Abulafia and His Teaching," Ph.D. 
dissei-tation, Hebrew University, 1976, 77-78,84 (Hebrew); iden$, "Ramon Lull and 
Ecstatic Kabbalah," Journal of tha Warburg and CourtnuU Institutions 51 (1988): 170-74; 
i dm ,  Hasidism 156; idem, R Maahent. Recnnati: T h  Kahbnlist (Jerusalem and Tel Aviv: 
Schocken, ~ 9 9 8 )  110-13 (Hebrew); iden, "Dipitates and Kavod Two Theological 
Concepts in Catalan Mysticism," Stwlia L ~ ~ l i a n a  36 (1997): 69-78 

ln7 Mternlan, Intention ofPmyen 226. See ibid. 224-25, 240. 
lea I&l. 278: "The essence of this matter comes to be from the combination of 

letters, for nlerything comes to be from them." 

the cherubim, artifacts below that allude to the supernal paradigms 
of the imago tern@ above. 

To be even more precise, the author of this treatise posited the 
existence of four alphabets.log Stated succinctly, the first alphabet 
corresponds to Makhnvnh, the infinite divine thought, and the ten 
sefirot that emanate therefrom correspond to the remaining three al- 
phabets and the seven lower fonns.l1° For our purposes I will focus 
primarily on the first of the alphabets, which is described as "super- 
nal, pure, and holy, the cause of all the alphabets,""' "the source of 
all wellsprings, the cause of everything that is in the three worlds.""* 
The relationship between the first alphabet and the remaining three 
alphabets is portrayed graphically by the image of the four points 
that are necessary to make the three sides113 of the letter beit, which 
can also be vocalized as bayit, the "h~use,""~ the edifice (binyan) that is 
constructed from the first emanation, the beginning of all enumem- 
tion (roih kkhol kshbmz). The first point, accordingly, is designated 
as the "cause of the existence of the house" (sibbat hawwayat ha-bayit) 
that "never enters into computation" (u-kblam lo yavo' ba-heshbon), an 
idea that is supported exegetically by the statement in Sefer &irah 1:7, 

"before one what can you count?" The supernal alphabet is the point 
to which none can point, the "source of all the wellsprings that can- 
not be comprehended without intellect and thought, that which no 
eye or idea can master, for there is the light of the splendor and the 
glory, for it instructs about the essence removed from all permutation 

lW For a more elaborate discussion, see Aftern~an, Intention oJ'Prayms 161-98. 
110 Aftelman, I n t en th  offiayers 163. 
11' Bid. 211. 

112 Ibid. 212. 

ll"I'he Hebrew word is batim, literally "houses," but it is clear that in this con- 
text the term denotes "sides." The playfulness of this word choice is discernible in 
the original Hebrew, the three batim make up the sides of beit, and the word betim 
is the plural of bayit, which means "house," a word that has the same consonants as 
beit. See Wolfson, Lanp~ag?, Ems, Being 294. 

"' The critical Bahiric passage that builds on the wordplay brtwren hm't and 
bnyit is cited in Afterman, Intation o f h y m  216. I have had the occasion to discuss 
the passage elsewhere, and will not repeat the details here. See Elliot R. Wolfson, 
Akfi Mm, Tau: Kabbnlistic Musings on Time, Truth, and Death (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 2006) 124-25 



[;err~f] and mixture ['eruv] ."l15 From the identification of the second 
alphabet as the first of the ten emanations, the commencement of all 
computation, and the beginning of the edifi~e,"~ we may conclude 
that the letters of the first alphabet, which proceed in order from 
beg111ning to end, are beyond linguistic gesticulation. Consider the 
following account of the letters of the primary language: "The initial 
efflux that issues from each and every one of the letters is a refined, 
pure, and holy essence, a matter that cannot be comprehended but 
through the merit of the pure intellect [ha-sekhel ha-tahor] that is void 
C of every permutation [mf 1 and mixture [ h v ]  , all the more so of 
every combination [harkavah] ."l17 

The contention that the letters partake of a pure essence removed 
from all forms of letter-permutation, a semiosis beyond verbal into- 
nation and/or graphic denotation, implies the inevitable entwining 
of the apophatic and kataphatic; in the realm of esoteric utterance, 
the unspoken is what one speaks in speaking of what is unspoken. 
This confluence may also be expressed in this way: the intention 
that one imparts when one gives voice to the words of prayer ascend 
through the lower alphabets to draw down the efflux "from the dwell- 
ing of the sour-ce of vitality to the rest of the emanationsn(mi-mebn 
wqur hayyim li-shehr ha-se$rot)."The dissemination of blessing from 
the fons vitae, which is the first alphabet, to each letter of the lower 
three alphabets is interpreted as well as the mystical rational for the 
widespread custom of Jewish worshippers to shake their heads while 
praying: "The one who is blessing is obligated to move his head to 
point to the diffusion of blessing from above to below, and his head 
is covered to show the holiness of the place of the origin of his prayer 
and the purity of the place of the source of blessings, which is the 
first, supernal alphabet of the four."llg Liturgical declamations reach 
the perimeter of the second alphabet whence they extend to the first 
alphabet, the incomprehensible thought that is the place of the first 

11" Afterinan, Intenfzon ofPraym 211. 

11" Ibzd. 211-12. 

]I7 Ibzd 212. 

l1"z,zti. 241. See tbtd. 279: "Your words emanate from the source of llfe and being 
[~mqor  ha hajyz~n wu-ha-qzyyum], and this is the first sefimh." 

11' Ibztl. 241. 

emanation (meqom ha-hashpahh ha-riihonah), the place that seemingly 
has no existent (mqom beli niwa'). This is an idea that defies logical 
comprehen~ion,'~~ but insofar as the second alphabet is portrayed as 
being in the likeness of the first alphabet, there is no justification to 
cast the said and unsaid as binary opposites. On the contrary, to do 
so would be to create a rupture akin to the separation of man and 
woman,121 as the first alphabet is engendered figuratively as the male 
donor and the second as the female recipient, and hence the author 
of the commentary asserts that the secret of the Song of Songs may 
be discovered by pondering the combination of the first two alpha- 
bets, a mystery instantiated further by the fact that the mentioning 
of the name can be either masculine or feminine.lZ2 Consequently, 
the point of the homology, which is expressed by the rabbinic asser- 
tion that the name of Metatron is like the name of his master (shemo 
kt-shem rabbo),lZ3 is to underscore that the first alphabet, the alphabet 
devoid of semiotic demarcation, is mirrored in the second alpha- 
bet, the alphabet represented metonymically by the letter yod,lZ4 the 
premiere sefirah, the first letter of YHWH, the name of the supernal 
essence, the sign that marks the ontic potency of language as such, 
the first existent (ha-nimza'ha-nihon) and the great name ( h a - s h  
ha-gadol), the primordial light (ha-br ha-qadmon) whence all beings 
proceed.lZ5 The matter is expressed in the explication of the com- 

lZO I M .  247. 
12' The inseparability of the first and second alphabets is expressed in terminol- 

o w  borrowed from Ezra of Gerona in &id. 256: "to conjoin thought [ma&havah] 
tokisdom [&kh,mh] as if the one and other were one thing." The reference to Ezra 
is duly mentioned by Afterman, &id. 256 n. 152. 

lZ2 Did. 217. 
I P S  Babylonian Talmud, Sanhedrin 38b; Afterman, Intention of Prayers 211-12, 

262. 

lZ4 In other passages (Aftennan, Intention ofPrayers 241 and q q ) ,  the first letter 
of the Hebrew alphabet, alef, is said to allude to the first of the alphabets, a formu- 
lation that doubtlessly reflects the identification of akfand divine thought in other 
kabbalistic texts, espkcially the Bahi~. See also ibzd. 255, where aZef is identified as 
the "first world of the spirit: ohm ha-ncah h-r&hon. Regarding the symbolism of alef 
and divine thought in the bahiric text, see Scholem, W @ n s  131; Elliot R. Wolfson, 
Along tlw Path: Studies in  Kabbalistic Myth, Symbolism, and Hermeneutics (Albany: State 
~ni;ersity of New York Press, 1995) 73-74. 

l Z 5  Afterman, Intention ofPrayers 215. See &id. 262: "Shaddai, the first name that 



billation of yod and m, the tenth and thirteenth letter: "Yod of the 
name [is] Mcihshauah, even though Mn&havah precedes everything 
it cannot be mentioned except in its place. Thus it comes to indi- 
cate that just as kfahshauak precedes everything so yod of the name 
precedes the letters of the name. .. . The [expression] ten seJirot [of 
the] Mahshavah comes to teach that just as Ma&havah precedes ev- 
erything and contains everything, and just as Ma&havah has no limit, 
so the ten se$rot have no limit or end."lZ6 The confluence of the ex- 
pressible and inexpressible emerges in a second passage where the 

'author comments on the words of the gaddish prayer "May he bring 
forth his messiah": "Since we have a first existent [nimza'&hon], and 
it receives the first overflow without a known place [meqabbel ha-shefa' 
ha-&hon mi-beli maqom yadub] but rather as something from nothing 
[akh ycsh mu-hyzn] as it says 'wisdom comes to be from nothing' (Job 
28:iz),"' and this is the first alphabet of the [lower] three, and it is 
the first seJirah. It is necessary for us to request the second existent 
[ha-ntmqa'ha-shni], which receives the first overflow from the first 
existent, for it is impossible to find a perfect action [piulah shabm] 
without a recipient of the overflow of the agent [meqabbel shefa'ha- 
pokl] ."lZs The communicable aspect of language is linked, therefore, 
to Hokhmuh, the first emanation, the something (yesh) that issues 
forth from the nothing (hyin), the "hidden place" (maqom ha-neelam), 
the "place of thought" (meqom ha-ma&havah), which is identified fur- 
ther as the first of the four  alphabet^,'^^ the alphabet that bespeaks 
the ineffable. 

The apophatic dimension was conveyed in a number of other 
striking images employed by kabbalists to describe the final object of 
h ~ q u t ,  the highest of the emanations that is beyond description, to 

is renlcwed from all thought [nishlnl mi-kol nm&~hauah], and it is the well of every- 
thing [v~n)nn ha-kol] as I explained above with respect to the first, holy, and pure 
alphabet of the four . . . and thus the first existent 'dwells in the supernal hidden- 
ness' [yoshm be .sew klyon] (Ps 91:1)? 

""/)id. 223. 
'" The ccolltextual meaning of the Hebrew we-?wkhmA me-@in tim~nuz~'shou1d 

he rendered as "But where can be wisdom found?" I have translated the expression 
in accord with the intent of the author of the kabbalistic text. 

Aftelman, Intention o f  Prayers 249. 
I';"' Ibid. 256. 

wit, "negation of thought" (aJisat ha-mu&havah), "that which thought 
cannot comprehend" (muh she-& ha-muhshavah masseget), or simply 

"nothing" (bin). Ezra of Gerona designated the ultimate phase of 
the unitive experience as "conjunction to nothingn (devequt b~ -h~ in ) , ' ~  
for only what is nothing can be conjoined to nothing and remain 
nothing. According to Ezra's teacher, Isaac the Blind, the prophets, 
who are cast typologically as protokabbalists, are distinguished by 
their capacity to expand their thought limitlessly beyond the limit 
of thought. By thought thinking what lies beyond the parameters of 
thought to think, the mind of the kabbalist envisions complex infinity 
from infinite complexity. The visualization is expressed as an ascent 
through various gradations from the measurable attribute on the 
bottom (MaUlhut) to the immeasurable attribute on top (Keter), from 
the comprehensible to the incomprehensible, from the revealed to 
the concealed, which is, (im)properly speaking, nothing. The spiri- 
tual elite of Israel (maski& yisr&l) are set apart by their capability 
of contemplating from the measure as it is seen in the heart to the 
infinite (bhitbonen mi-tokh ha-middah ha-nir& ba-leu bhitbonen ad ein 
sof); hence the mystical state is referred to as "contemplation that has 
no substance" (hitbonenut she-& bo mumash) - what is visualized con- 
templatively is "all that which the comprehension of thought com- 
prehends to the infinite" (kol mah she-hassagat ha-ma&havah masseget 
ad ein sof), 13' the trail of thought winding its way not to that which is 
not thought but to that which is thought as what cannot be thought, 
the unthought, beyond the polarity of being and not being. Mysti- 
cal illumination arises from "contemplation that has no substance," 
that is, contemplation of what cannot be reified as either an object 
or a subject of predication, the One that is lacking substance pre- 
cisely because of the fullness of its insubstantiality. The "way of con- 
templation," &ekh hitbonenut, is compared figuratively to "sucking" 
(yeniqah) as opposed to "knowingn (yedi'ah) to convey the idea that 
meditation yields and is generated by an intimate and direct gnosis 

Kituei Randan 2:510-11. 
15' Gershom Scholem, Th.e Kabbalah in huence7 edited by Rivka Schatz (Jerusa- 

lem: AMradamon, 1970) Appendix, 5 (Hebrew). For analysis of this passage, see 
Scholem, "Concept of Kawanah" 165-66; Idem, Ongins 300-1; Tishby, Wisdom 947; 
Wolfson, Ianguage, Ems, Being 211-12. 



of divinity rather than discursive knowledge, a unified intuition of 
many in one rather than a composite inference of one from many. 
Even though the form of this gnosis is unmediated, it is necessarily 
allusive, as the ultimate object of the gnosis (though language here is 
clearly inadequate as there is, technically speaking, no object) is the 

"allusion of thought" (m ha-ma?uhavah) that is grasped through 
"allusive thought" (ma!zshevet ha-remez).13* In the first half of the four- 
teenth century, the Spanish philosopher and kabbalist, Joseph ben 
Abraham Ibn Waqar, expressed the matter concisely when he noted 
lthat some of the kabbalists "say that the First Cause, blessed be he, 
is not spoken of explicitly or implicitly, and he is called ein sof since 
he cannot be circumscribed by any limit, and the prophets, may 
peace be upon them, do not mention him explicitly on account of 
his transcendence, and thus they allude to hiin with an al l~sion. '"~~ 
The distinction between yedi'ah and yeniqah is not meant to convey 
anti-intellectualis~n, a presumed mystical sensibility that is pitted 
against a speculative or  philosophic orientation. On the contrary, 
the contrast between discursive and intuitive forms of apprehension 
is an integral part of the Platonic tradition, especially significant in 
Neoplatonism. Through intuition the philosopher attains a higher 
state than through discursive reason, but supreme perfection be- 
longs to one who has mastered both. One can apply this model to 

132 This is the terminology used in the commentary on Sefer Yqirah attributed 
to Isaac the Blind. For translation of the relevant passage and analysis, see Wolf- 
son, Cc~ngunge, ETOS, BPing219. For a similar turn of phrase in h r i e l  of Gerona, see 
ibid. 199. 

'""seph ben Abraham Jbn Waqar, Prinripks ofthe Qabbaluh, edited by Paul B. 
Fenton (Los Angeles: Cherub Press, 2004) 94. See ibid. 92--g3, where Tbn Waqar 
reports that there are some kabbalists who "surmise that the First Cause, blessed be 
he, is one in true unity, and he is not a body or a faculty in a body, and from him 
the intellects emanate. ... They also agreed that the sefimt are simple intellects in 
utter simplicity, and it is as if they were one intellect .. . And the first of the intel- 
lects is the First Cause, blessed be he, and for them he is the essence of everything, 
a simple intellect." Ibn N'aqar thus preserved two opinions offered by kabbalists: 
according to some, the First Cause is itself one of the incomposite intellects, which 
are identified as the se$mt, and according to others, the First Cause is the infinite 
whence the first intellect emanates. The two views reflect the debate amongst k a b  
balists with respect to the nature of Ein Sofand it? relationship to Keter. For useful 
reviews of this topic, see Scholem, Kabbalah 91--93; Tishby, Wisdom 242--46. 

the speculative kabbalah that evolved from Isaac the Blind as well as 
to the philosophical mysticism that issued from Maiinonides. 

There is no reason to assume that Jacob ben Sheshet, Asher ben 
David, or any other kabbalist for that matter, conceived of a conflict 
in Maimonides between the kataphatic representations of God in 
traditional prayer and the apophatic idea of silent contemplation in 
the heart, even though some of the kabbalists were critical of osten- 
sible followers of Maimonides who advocated substituting traditional 
forms of prayer for contemplative and spiritual modes of worship.lf4 
Surely, they would not have assigned to Maimonides any desire to 
supplant the former by the latter; the religious need for conventional 
prayer persists, but its ultimate purpose is to lead one beyond speech- 
acts to gestures of unsaying, the mental affixation on the divine that 
is the appropriate way to (mis)apprehend the unity and being of the 
necessary of existence. In the anonymous text "Nine Chapters on 
Unity" (Tish'nh Peraqim be-Yihud), which was erroneously attributed 
to Maimonides, the rationale for worship is to purify the soul, but 
the author insists on the necessity to preserve the anthropomorphic 
language of prayer so that the soul "will be unified and will yearn 
for his comprehension.n135 Similarly, the mystical understanding of 
prayer that Asher and his Catalonian colleagues transmitted in the 
name of Isaac the Blind embraces the fusion of the kataphatic and 
apophatic. In the formulation of one zoharic passage, exegetically 
elaborating on the verse "May the words of my mouth [imreij] and 
the meditation of my heart [hegyon lzbbi] be acceptable to You, 0 
Lord, my rock and redeemer" (Ps 19:1,5), "effable words" (millin &- 
itparshun), which may be spoken by the mouth, and "hidden words" 
(millin di-setimnn), thoughts beyond vocalization that are dependent 
solely on the heart.13'j The words of traditional prayer function as 
rungs on the ladder by means of which human thought ascends 

""ishby, W ~ O ' I ~ L  950--51. 
135 "Nine Chapters on Unity Attributed to Maimonides," edited by GeorgesVajda, 

Qovq a1 Y d  5 (1950): 123 (Hebrew). The suggestion of Scholem, Ongins 382 n. 43, 
that this pseudoMaimonidean text espouses a view attacked by Jacob ben Sheshet 
does not stand the test of close textual scrutiny. See also the reservations expressed 
by Goldreich in his edition of Isaac of Acre, Sefer Me'irat Einayim 410--11 nn. 7--8 

lS6 ZOhm 1:169a. 



"from gradation to gradation, from cause to cause," until it is con- 
joined with the infinite that cannot be comprehended, thought that 
cannot be thought; deuequt is the goal of the worship of the enlight- 
ened ('nvodat ha-maskilim), those who contemplate the divine name, 
to cleave to the nothing that obliterates the ontic difference between 
self and God, the return of the branch to the root, the evocation of 
the ilameless name beyond all language. Asher combined the ac- 
count of intentionality in prayer and prophecy in Maimonides, for, 
in his opinion, the mechanics of the two processes are identical and 
lSoth are understood as vehicles to facilitate the contemplative ascent 
culminating in mystical communion. 

A comparable appropriation of the philosophical orientation 
is found in the following passage from Isaac Ibn Law's Sh&r ha- 
Shamayim; although there is no specific reference to Maimonides, I 
would surmise that it is very likely that the latter is in the author's 
mind: "The form of the holy and pure worship entails the conjunc- 
tion of the human intellect in actuality with its intelligible, which 
is the active intellect, in the image of the form of the kiss, and un- 
derstand this, and from it the conjunction expands to the supernal 
causes, one atop the other, in the matter of the concatenation . . . until 
it reaches the great archon, which is called the first that emanates 
from the Primal Cause without an intermediary, and then his con- 
junction with this supernal entity will be the most perfect spiritual 
conjunction that is possible, as it says 'and to him shall you cleave' 
(Deut 10:20)."'~~ A full explication of Ibn LaGf's remark lies beyond 
the scope of this essay, but suffice it to say that he cast the philo- 
sophic understanding of worship in a kabbalistic parlance. Being 
conjoined to the active intellect serves as the vehicle by which the 
mind extends to the upper sefimt, designated in the aforecited pas- 
sage as the "supernal causes" (ha-sibbot ha-'elyonot), until it reaches 
the first of the gradations that emanates without intermediary from 
the supreme being, the highest of the intellects, which corresponds 
to Keter, also identified by Ibn Lacif (likely due to the influence of 

'" hhrs Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica, ebr. 335, fol. izzb. 

Solomon Ibn Gabiroll*) as the primordial The gesture of 
the kiss, moreover, reflects the Maimonidean interpretation of the 
Song as an allegorical depiction of the intellect's intimate bonding, 
indeed union, with the divine, or the active intellect, an influence 
that is evident in other thirteenth-century kabbalists, including Ezra 
of Gerona, Isaac Ibn Sahula, Abraham Abulafia, and the Castilian 
figures whose views are preserved in the zoharic homilies, just to 
mention a few examples.140 

The above discussion illustrates the extent to which early kabbal- 
ists were willing to invert the meaning of the technical philosophical 
jargon employed by Maimonides in order to establish the affinity be- 
tween him and the Jewish esoteric tradition. Even those kabbalists 
whose intellectual odyssey relegated engagement with Maimonidean 
philosophy to an early stage of intellectual development followed 
by immersion in esoteric matters - for instance, Moses de Le6n, 
Joseph Gikatilla, Abraham Abulafia, and his disciple, the author of 
Sh&rei G&q - never ever fully disengaged from Maimonides, and, 
in ways more fundamental than have hitherto been appreciated by 
scholars, the kabbalists were greatly indebted to his writings as a 
source of inspiration for their own speculations and experiences; 
the instrumentalist assumption that philosophy merely provided 
the discursive language within which the mystical intent is clothed 
is dubious inasmuch as there is no justifiable reason to polarize the 
speculative and experiential; on the contrary, the textual evidence 
suggests that it is more accurate to speak of the speculative experi- 
ences of the early kabbalists in Provence and northern Spain that 
were shaped by the experiential speculations of Maimonides, and 

Gershom Scholem, Std ies  k a  Kabbalah ( I ) ,  edited by Joseph Ben-Shlomo (Tel 
Aviv: Am Oved, 1998) 47-48 (Hebrew); zdenq Origins 343; Heller Wiensky, "Isaac 
Ibn Latif: 201-5,2iz-i7. 

'" MS Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica, ebr. 335, fol. 121b. 
140 Michael Fishbane, T h  Kiss of God: Spritual and Mystical Death in Judaism 

(Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1994) 24-40; Elliot R. Wolfson, "Asceti- 
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Chrirstianity, and Islam, edited by Jane Dammen McAulifee, Barry D. Walfish, and 
Joseph W. Goering (New York: Oxford University, 2003) 93-99; dm, Language, 
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particularly his honest struggle with the philosophical need to divest 
Cfld of all figurative representation, on the one hand, and the psy- 
chological need to envision God in imaginal form, on the other. If 
one is to preserve the tradition in any meaningful way, the apophatic 
tendency to submerge all forms of sentient imaging in the formless- 
ness of pure consciousness cannot be completely severed from the 
kataphatic insistence on the possibility of being in the presence of 
and evocatively addressing the nature of the divine.14' Consider the 
following zoharic passage: 

2- 

Praisewoi-thy is the portion of one who enters and exits, and who knows 
how to contemplate the mysteries of his Master, and to be conjoined to 
him. By means of these mysteries a man [bar nmh] can be conjoined 
to his Master, to know the perfection of wisdom in the supernal mys- 
tery. When he worships his Master with prayer, by the willfulness and 
intention of the heart, his will is conjoined like flame to coal, to unify 
the lower heavens of the side of holiness, to crown them in one name 
below, and from there to unify the inner, supernal heavens, so that all 
will be one in that supernal heaven that stands above them. While his 
mouth and lips ai-e murmuring, he directs his heart and his will as- 
cends above and beyond [libbeih yekha7uiuen u-rakteih y istahq le'Pila lekh] , 
to unify everything in the mystery of mysteries, for therein all the in- 
tentions [rektin] and thoughts [ma@.shavin] are affixed in the mystery 
that exists in the  infinite [be-raza &-quyyema be-hn sof ] 

In this text, we see clearly the attempt to affirm the traditional 
liturgical gesture, which involves uttering specific words, together 
with the mystical approach, which is related to the intention of the 
heart and the elevation of the will to the mystery of Ein Sof beyond 
word, concept, and image. In a second passage that deals with the li- 
turgical ascent through seven holy palaces, a theme attested in older 
sources transmitted and studied under the rubric of Heikhalot lit- 

" See my comments about kabbalistic contemplation and imageless prayer in 
Lanp~age, Ems, Being 122-23. On the convergence of the apophatic and kataphatic 
in mystical fornls of unsaying, see ibid. 215. 

'" Zohar 2:213b. On the rnystical aspects of liturgical worship in zoharic litem- 
ture, see Tishby, Wisdom 951-62, esp. 952-53. 

erature, the "order of praise" (siddura di-shbaha) that one must set 
by one prayers has two facets, one "through word" (millah) and the 
other "through intention" (re'uta). The latter is described further as 
the "intention and focus of the heart [re'uta we-khawwana &-libba] to 
know and contemplate [ h i n d a  u-le'istaklzela], to contemplate u p  
ward until the infinite, [le'istakkela lekla legla ad ein sof] l' The text 
reiterates the contemplative ideal of mahshavah ha-uheqah enunci- 
ated by Provenqal and Catalonian kabbalists, the elevation of human 
thought to and incorporation within divine thought until it extends 
beyond boundaries to the infinite wherein the internal intention of 
the heart/mind overcomes the external vocalization of the mouth. 
In the exact language of the continuation of the Zohar, in Ein Sof all 
thoughts and intentions no longer exist "in word at all, but rather 
just as he is concealed, so all his words are in concealment [kemah 
&-ihu satim hakhi kol milby vi-setimu] We may conclude, therefore, 
that this text is a conscious reaction to a spiritualization of prayer 
that would negate the actual verbal recitation in favor of a contem- 
plative ideal. The anonymous kabbalist whose words are preserved 
in this extract emphasizes that there are two kinds of liturgical order, 
through word and through intention, but they are not separate as 
the ascent of mind to the infinite renders the paradox of speaking 
words in concealment (millq vi-setimu), an act of apophasis, speaking- 
away. In the locution employed in a third zoharic text, "worship of 
the body" (ova& &-gufac), which is also identified as "ritual worship" 
(ovada &-mzzwah), is contrasted with "worship of the soul" (bvada 
&-nafsha), which is dependent on the interior state designated "in- 
tention of the heart" (re'uta &-libba). The external forms of worship, 
which include the statutory prayers, are necessary but they are not 
on the same level of piety as the higher form of worship, "the one 
who fulfills the will in relation to God and who intends in his inten- 
tion the contemplation of the glory of his master [wzkhawwein beih 
vi-re'uta &-istakkeluta vi-qara &-mareih] 

14% ZoImrn:244b. For further discussion of the paysage, see Tishby, Wisdom 953; 
Wolfson, Z~nguage, Eros, Beingzgl-92. 

144 Zuhur2:93a-b. The superiority of the intention of the heart is affirmed in a 
passage preserved in ZuhurHadash, edited by Reuven Margaliot (Jerusalem: Mosad 
ha-Rav Kook, 1978) 80a. 



The various factors underlying the apophatic form of expression 
linked to the meditative gesture labeled by the technical term "in- 
tention of the heart" coalesce in the following passage from the Idra 
Zum stratum of zoharic literature wherein the highest manifestation 
of the Godhead, Xttiqa Qaddisha, the "Holy Ancient One,'' the inscru- 
table Nothing (hyin) whence all beings in the ontic chain emerge, is 
depicted imagistically as a head without an attached body or, alter- 
natively, as the head that is made up of three heads, the first one cor- 
responding to Ein Sof, which is designated both as the "head of all 

" heads" (rzisha'le-khol reisha') and as the "head-that-is-no-head" (reisha' 
de-law reisha'), the second and third corresponding to two dimensions 
of Keter, the former referred to as the "supernal head" (reisha' 'ilkhh) 
and the latter as the "concealed wisdom" (bkhmata setimahh) or the 

"concealed brain" (moha'setima'), the "head of all the heads of the re- 
maining wisdoms" (reisha'le-khol reishei di-shehr ?~~khmot) . '~~ 

This Holy Ancient One, the concealed of all those that are concealed, 
is not mentioned and is not found, and since it is the supernal head 
of all the supernal ones, it is not described except as a head without a 
body to establish everything. . . . If you say, "What is the Holy Ancient 
One?" Come and see: High above there is one that is not known, not 
comprehended, and not demarcated [b'ea'la b2a'ln it &lo ityeda'we-lo 
ishtemoda' we-lo itreshim], and he comprises everything, and the two 
heads are contained in him . . . and this one is not in any numeration, 
summation, or calculation, but rather in the intention of the heart 
[reha de-lihba'] . 146 

At the very top of the chain is the aspect of divinity that is unfathom- 
able, the first that can only be rendered paradoxically as the head- 
that-is-no-head, a description that clearly defies the law of noncontra- 
diction, which states that one cannot say of something that it is and 

'" Zohnr3:288a-b. On the image of the three heads in this stratum of zoharic lit- 
eiature, see Tishby, Wisdom, 245-46; Scholem, On the Mystzcal Shape 50-51 See also 
Elliot R Wolfson, "From Sealed Book to Open Text: Time, Memory, and Narrativity 
in Kabbalistic Hermeneutics," in Integreting Judaism in a Post& Age, edited by 
Steven Kepnes (New York: New York University Press, 1995) 155-56. 

Ivi Zohar 3:289b. 

that it is not in the same respect and at the same time, as well as the 
related logic of the excluded middle, which asserts that "A is B or A 

is not B." The zoharic idiom forces one to declare with respect to the 
supreme level within the divine physiognomy that it is concurrently 

"B" and "not B," that is, that it is both a head and not a head, indeed 
the head-that-is-no-head, which is to say, therefore, that it is and is 
not in the same respect and at the same time. When judged from the 
quantitative standpoint of ratiocination (marked in the aforecited 
passage by the terms "numeration," "~ummation,~ and "calculation") 
the matter appears paradoxical, but it is a truth that can be grasped 
in the intention of the heart. 

The juxtaposition of the kataphatic and apophatic entailed in 
this paradox underscores the fact that for the ones initiated in the 
esoteric gnosis mystical utterance is an unsaying, which is to be dis- 
tinguished from the silence of not-speaking. A similar claim can be 
made for the affirmative dimension of apophasis in Maimonides, the 
liturgical gesture of speaking preserves the ineffable, the contempla- 
tive act of knowing delimits the unknowable. In the end, however, 
there is a significant difference between Maimonides and the early 
Provenqal and Spanish kabbalists since the latter, in contrast to the 
former, did affirm an esoteric theosophy that presumed knowledge 
of the divine even if that knowledge exceeded the limits of language 
and reason. To put the matter in a different terminological register, 
for the kabbalists, as opposed to Maimonides, the formlessness of 
the divine is revealed precisely in the concealment of its disclosure 
in the form of the sefirotic emanations. The kabbalistic orientation, 
in Scholem's jargon, embraces a "dialecticsn of the "transition from 
formlessness to form,"14' which entails that "the mystical nihilism that 
destroys any shape dwells hand in hand with the prudent moderation 
struggling to comprehend that shape."lM I do not accept the notion 
of a "mystical nihilism,- which is so crucial to the Scholemian pre- 
sentation of the kabbalistic world vie^,'^^ but I do agree that a salient 
feature of kabbalistic theosophy is an attunement to the dialectical 

'47 Scholem, On the Mystical Shape 46. 
I* Ibd. 42. 

See Wolfson, Throvgh a Speculum 55-58. On nihilism as a religious phenom- 
enon in Scholem's scholarly writings, see Steven M. Wasserstrom, Religion AftmReli- 



bond between formlessness and fonn such that every manifestation 
is an occlusion and every affirmation a negation.150 It is precisely with 
respect to this dialectic that one can demarcate a critical divergence 
between the Maimonidean and kabbalistic approaches. 

The distinction that I am drawing is well expressed in the fol- 
lowing observation of Ibn al-'Arabi in the chapter on the wisdom of 
Seth in his F%& al-Hzkam: 

Some of us there are who profess ignorance as part of their knowledge, 
" maintaining [with Abu Bakr] that "To realise that one cannot know 

[God] is to know." There are others from among us, however, who 
know, but who do not say such things, their knowledge instilling in 
them silence rather than [professions] of ignorance. This is the high- 
est knowledge of God, possessed only by the Seal of Saints.lsl 

The above comment occurs immediately after Ibn al- 'hbi  affirms his 
signature notion of creation as theophany or divine self-disclosure 
(al-tajalli al-ihhi), a manifestation (zuhur) that is at the same time an 
occlusion, since the Real as such (al-haqq) is and must always remain 
the "absolute unseen" (al-ghayb al-mutlaq)15* and therefore it can 
only be revealed to the extent that it is concealed, indeed revealed 
as concealed. In the witnessing (shuhud) of the nonmanifest,'" the 
contemplation of the essence (mushahada dhatzyya), every revelation 
is perforce a twofold concealment, an unveiling (kmhf) of the face 
(wajh) that entails perceiving the veil (hijab) through the veiling of the 
veil.li4 To be more precise, the highest form of knowledge available 
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to one who belongs to the enlightened class known as the "folk of 
God" (ah1 Allah) or as the "folk of unveiling" (ah1 al-kmhf), involves 
a double mirroring of the heart (qalb), the locus of manifestation 
(nuz~har)'~~: "In your seeing your true self, He is your mirror and you 
are His mirror in which He sees His names and their determinations, 
which are nothing other than Himself. The whole matter is prone 
to intricacy and ambiguity."156 

The affinity of this remark and the orientation of kabbalists in 
the thirteenth century is noteworthy,15' and especially the acknowl- 
edgement on the part of Ibn alLCArabi of the complexity of the mat- 
ter followed by the distinction he makes between those who are ig- 
norant of the truth and those who possess knowledge but are silent 
with regard to it. The kabbalists whose perspective was shaped by 
Maimonidean thought would have agreed with the view of Ibn al- 
'Arabi that the supreme knowledge of God fosters a silence (al-sukut) 
that should be contrasted with the ignorance of the inability (al-@) 
to know. When Maimonides cites Psalm 65:2 as a scriptural proof 
that silence is the only appropriate praise of God what he intends is 
that epistemologically the human mind comes to the point of real- 
izing that with respect to the divine the supreme knowledge is lack 
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of knowledge. The silence of which he speaks, therefore, is really 
an inability to know. For the kabbalists, by contrast, the ladder of 
knowledge culminates with gnosis rather than ignorance, a gnosis 
that is expressed uniquely in the silence of unsaying as opposed to 
the muteness of not-speaking, an unsaying that reveals the hidden 
in the hiddenness of its revelation. In conclusion, therefore, we can 
say that thirteenthcentury kabbalists appropriated from Maimo- 
nides the metaphysical contention that the ultimate knowledge of 
God consists of knowing that one does not know, but in their case 
the not-knowing was understood as a form of knowing, a seeing of 
the unseen in the semblance of an imaginal body configured in the 
heart of the visionary. Alternatively expressed, the negation of af- 
firmation implied in the Maimonidean via negativa is transposed 
through the kabbalistic ideal of contemplative vision into an affir- 
mation of negation. 
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